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Forward
To achieve the government's objective of food self-sufficiency,

Kenya's farmers must increase food production and ensure its
proper preservation in order to satisfy the rapidly increasing
population. The On-Farm Grain Storage Project, sponsored by the
Ministry of Agriculture, is introducing improved grain storage
management technology to the small-scale fanners. One of the
efforts of achieving this aim is through the reduction of losses to
rodents, birds, moulds and insects. These loss!)s, which could reach
25%or more, occur in farms from the time grain reaches maturity
in the field until it is consumed.

The project was initiated in 1983 using the regular agricultural
eltension services to disseminate the technologies to the farmers.
The field extension workers arc expected to accomplish this by
working with individuals, and sometimes by organizing field days
attended by large groups oHarmers,
Having only a minimum of training in extension communication
skills, few reference materials, and practically no visual aids, some
afthe Agricultural Assistants have not been able to communicate
the project's and other messages as effectively as the Ministry
would like. The Ministry hopes, therefore, that through this
extension communication manual, the effectiveness of the front·
line extensions workers will be significantly increased.
This manual will also be useful at the Institutes of Agriculture,
which are responsible for training the future frontline agricultural
extension workers.

E. K. Kandie
Director ofAgrU:/J.lture
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Preface
The On~Fann Grain Storage Project is pleased to make this extension communication manual available to Kenya's Ministry of Agriculture. It is hoped that this practical guide will serve Kenya's
front-line agricultural extension staff for many years.
The front-line workers are general agriculturalists and they must
deliver information to fanners on a wide range of subjects. Their
elTectiveness in this task depend6 both on their knowledge ortneir
subjects and on their ability to communicate with farmers.

The author speaks directly to the front-line workers. And the
suggested methods and techniques should have application in the
communication of subjects across the full range of agricultural
extension-notjust post-harvest management. Likewise. the in formation contained in the manual should be of use to those educational institutions which train Kenya's agricultural extension
staff, Also, the manual will have relevance for extension staff in
other countries.
The author, John Fox, has nearly thirty years experience in adult
education and extension communication. He has taught communication skills, conducted research programmes, produced simulations and games, video training tapes and previous handbooks on
communication, He has over ten years of work experience with
various professional groups in Kenya and other African countries.
He spent two years teaching communication and adult education
skills at the University of Nairobi's Adult Studies Centre, Kikuyu.
In preparation for this manual, John Fox accompanied front· line
extension workers on theirdailyfarm visits to gain close, first hand
eltperience of their work routines and interactions with farmersand he has attended numerous projectfie1d days in western Kenya.
The chapters follow a logical pattern. The first live eltplore the case
for employing a discussion and action-based methodology in extension work; the following chapters show how this methodology can
be applied in a variety of situations and formats.
The agricultural extension workers who read this manual will find
guidelines and checklists for individual application. But the manual also contains material that can be adapted for role playing and
discussions in training groups.

..

Dr. Walter G. Reid, Jr
Team Leader, DPRA
On-Farm Grain Storage Project
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Introduction

This manual is addressed to front-line agricultural extension workcr1l-8gricultural assistants primarily, but also to other divisional
or district level stafTwho are engaged in face-to-face communication with fanners.
It is about communication skills-those skills which make all the
difference between success or failure in the extension worker's
efforts to encourage fanners to increase their production and
improve their quality oClire.

It has been written in support of the Kenya Ministry of Agricul.
ture's campaign to reduce serious grail"ilosses by advocating and
demonstrating efficient post-harvest pest-control and storage tech·
niques. So the examples of technical topics are drawn mainly from
these fields. But the infonnation and advice on communication
processes contained in this manual will be relevant for the full
range of agricultural extension mess.ages-and it should also be
applicable in countries other than Kenya,
The manual begins with a discussion of/lome fundamental factors
influencing communication. It reviews the functions and responsibilities ofthe front-line workenl and identifies the key communication competencies they need for effective job perfonnance. It considenl the position of the farmers themselves, explores the conditions
under which they will be prepared to consider and accept changes
in their habitual ways of doing things. It returns to the extension
workers and analyzes the means by which they can influence the
motivation and receptiveness of the farmers.
The manual then takes up in tum the main kinds ofcommunication
activity-visiting a farm, speaking in public, giving a demonstration, leading a group discussion-and identifies the factors which
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can lead to a successful performance on each of these different
occasions.
The intention has been to make the writing as relevant and
practical as possible, by giving illustrations based on actual field
experience and by including checklists which relate directly to the
various tasks of the extension worker's everyday work routine.
Allhough the word "heft is used throughout this manual for the sake
of stylistic simplicity, the suthor and the project are well aware
that in many cases, in Kenya and in other countries, the front-line
extension worker may well be a woman and working with women
fanners as well as with men. So, whenever the words like "heft
appear, please assume "helshe" or "hislhers",
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION: A STATEMENT OF
PRINCIPLES

In writing this guide for front-line workers, a number of basic
assumptions have influenced what has been said about extension
methods:
1. Extension becomes most effective when there is a

three-way interactive communication between
research agencies, the fronlrline field workers and
the fanners.
2. Effective extension starts where the fanners are
and seeks to build on their established knowledge
and skills.
3. Effective extension utilizes the knowledge and
skills of fanners.
4, Effective extension is addressed to the practice of
fanning and, therefore, it employs active, problemcentred and diseussion-based methods of
communication.

,
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What Is Communication?

Kilonzo wasquite /'lew to the extension service. It was mid July, and
he was visiting one ofhis rontact farmers in a locatiofl5()me twenty
kilometres (rom Kisumu by the shore of Lo.ke Victoria.

A few weeks previously he had attended an orientation course for
agrnultural assistants (AA's) on post-harvest and grain management techniques-part of a programme in Westem Kenya 10 get
across extension messages related to reducing the losses being
experiellCed by small-scale farmers in the handling of thei,. maize

crops.

It was ht:J.rvest time; and one of the objectives ofthe campaign was
to encourage farmers to harvest early, when the maize was matUN!
enough-rather than leave it in the shambo to dry-where it would
be su~ptjble to damage by insects, birds and rodents.
Armed wuh his leaflets explaining when and how to harvest, where
and Iww to store tlu! grain, Kilonzo felt confident that he had
something to tell and teach his farmer. Wlu!n tlu!y met, he came
straight to tlu! point. He produced his leaflets, explained the purpose
ofthe new campaign and sJwwed the farmer the illustratwn in the
leaflet on Jww to test for wlu!n tlu! maize is ready for haroesting. He
looked around the compound and saw four traditional basket
stores-<llliow to tlu! ground and smeared with dung.
He sJwwed tlu! farmer a drawing of such a basket raised a metre
above the ground, fitted with simple rat guards made from Kimbo
tins and clean ofmud or dung-so that the wind could blow through
the wollen structure and dry the grain more quickly.
The farmer looked and listened and nodded. He seemed to agree
with all KiloTlZO hod said---arul all that was printed in tlu! leaf/et.
But then he asked a question:
-In the neighbouring locations afew farmers halle been gillen a new
kind ofcrib--bigger than these stores ofmine and square and made
of wood. Such a crib looks lie". fine in the compound. Why can't I be
gillfn one like that?-

,
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Kilonzo explained that the cribs the farmer was talking about were
(orderrwnstration only, that he didn't need such a big store because
his shamba was a small one;and that the traditional baskets he had
in his compound could be aoopted with very little up€nse. Th€
farmer rwdded and said no rrwrt.

Kilonzo left behind the leaflets with their drawings and IMir
uplanalions, wished the farmer well (or his harvest and his stores,
and said he would retu.rn after two weeks.

Over 1M next few weeks he returned a number oftimes. Some of the
maize had indeed been harvested early and put in the stores to dry.
But the baskets were still close to the ground.

"What about raising them?- he asked.
"'Yes, I will 00 that,· said the farmer. -But 1can't afford to do it yet.
And what about that 1I€W crib--when can I Mve one too?·
Again, Kilonzo explained that the free cribs were only for demonstratum purposes and ell()ugh had been already erected in thearea.
~And

why are your baskets still smeared with dung?~ he asked.

"Well, you see, in this neighbourlwod there ho.s been a lot ofstealing;
and I'm afraid ifpeople see I have grain in the stores then it will be
stolen."
Kilonzo sympathued, scratched his Mad and walked off to see one
of his favourite demonstration farmers, who had been given one of
the new cribs and who seemed to be doing all that was asked of
him--<l very good. example, if only the other farmers would learn
from it!

Before y1lu continue reading,just stop and think a while about this
example.
How effective was Kilonzo in communicating his messages?
IT you were his supervisor, what suggestions would you
make to him?
Could there be reasons other than the fear of theft for the fanner
continuing to smear his baskets?
THE MAIN CONSIDERATIONS

There is no easy way to learn to communicate effectively. There is
nosetfonnula thatis going to work every time; no bagoftricks that
can be bought like a set of spanneTll that will remove any nut. To
communicate effectively is not easy because to communicate effectivelywe have to think dearly-and thinking dearly is never easy!
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And whatdo we have to think clearly about? The problem is-there
are so many things. When we communicate we are rather like a
juggler who is tTying to keep several balls in the air. If one is
dropped, the whole act is spoiled.
What are the balls? What aTe the considemtions that we have to
keep, simultaneously, in mind?
This manual is an attempt to answer that questinn.
Fir-st, let us try to answer it in very general terms. In any act of
communication theTC will be three main considerations:
• The Message
• The Medium
• The Occasion
Since we will be using these terms quite frequently, they ought to
be explained.
The Message
A communicator commWlicates something-he has a subject or a
message. In the illustmtion, Kilonzo's messages were about the
harvesting and storing of maize. But he had other messages too.
Perhaps he wanted to express his concern for the welfare of the
fanner. When he scratched his head, he was sending a non·verbal
message about his frustration that he seemed to be makingso little
impact.
The nature ofthe message will, to a certain extent, dictate the way
itia sent-particulaTlythe orderin which the material is given. For
instance, if you are explaining the way a stomge crib is made, you
will most likely structure what you say-and your demonstm<
tion-according to the chronological order of the process. You will
begin at the beginning: explain what materials are needed and then
go on to describe how the site is selected, how the post holes are
dug-and soon. On the other hand, if you are trying to persuade a
fanner of the advantages of harvesting early, you will want to put
most stress on those items you think will have most effect. If, for
instance, you know that he loses a lot of grain in the shamba
because it is eaten by birds, you might begin by talking about the
problem of the birds--and the savin~ he will make if he gets his
maize quickly into store for drying.
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If your message lend. il.llelf to visual illustration, then you will
support what you are saying with a picture or a drawing-but tm.
takes us to the next point.

The Medium
A communicator communicates in a language. But which language? Local or national language? I am communicating with you
in English; I am making the assumption that you will be familiar
enough with the vocabulary and grammAr ofEnglish for you to pia
up my meanings. Butifr were to write in myown native dialect of
English, only certain people from the county ofLincolMhire on the
east coast of England would understand me.

Uyou can. then communicate in the language your fanners
wiU most elUlily uudentand.
And which words? You and I might understand what. hectare i5but does the farmer you are talking with? If you want to describe
a plot ortwo hectares, it might be better to talkoflOO by 200 paces.
But what is a "pace"? A normal walking step or a deliberate stride?
Better to show it. Even better to ask him to pace it out with you.

You may have heard the old Chinese proverb on leaming-but in
case you haven't, here it is again:

MI hear and I forget
I see and I remember
I do and I understand.-

Another way of making a similar point is to quote some research
findings on leaminr: that we learn about 1()'l, from what we hear,
50'1> from what we see and 90'1> from a combination of seeing and
hearing.
Returning to the story orKilonzo-he had hisleafleta on harveating
and storing maize; but perhaps he relied on them too much. Maybe
he should have sat down to talk with his farmer, asked him ifhe had
any problem&-rather than pitching straight in w;th his g10uy
leaflets, 85 if they alone would convince.
IfKilonw had been talking with a group offarmers, he would have
needed a different medium: large posters or prepared drawings on
a Ripchart. If his extension officers at headquarters wanted to
reach a lI13611 offarmers with a particular message, then they would
have the choice of using the mass media-the newspapers or the
radio.

,
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However, we are only touching on a topic that will be explored in
some detail throughout the manual: what factors affect our choice
ora medium to get across a message? At this stage it will be enough
to make the point that one ofour main considerations in communicating II message is the decision about what medium-or combination of media-we choose.
The Occasion

Every act ofcommunication takes place in a special situation-the
occasion. The occasion will involve three basic elements:
• the sender of the message;
• the receiver of the message;
• the relationship between the sender and receiver.
One ofKilonzo's messages was that ifa storage basket is raised one
metre above the ground and air can blow freely through it, the
maize can be harvested early and lell. to dry effectively and safely
in the crib.
How well Kilonzo could deliver that message would depend on a
number of factors:
• Is he familiar enough with the subject to be
convincing?
• Can he, for instance, work :::out how much grain and
money the fanner would be losing by using his
traditional methods of harvesting and drying?
• Can he give a realistic estimate of how much it
would cost to raise the crib?
• When would the fanner reap the benefit of the
expense?
In addition to the matter there is the manner:

• Can Kilonzo put his message across without
criticiring or ·putting down· the fanner?
• Does he have the confidence or the skill to start with
a friendly chat and then let the conversation turn to
the matters he wants to be raised?
• Can he let the fanner's problems and ideas be
exposed before he offers his own solutions?

,
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Much depends on Kilonzo's knowledge of the farmer; his ways of
doing things, his reasons for doing these things. For instance, it
may be that the farmer was concerned to hide what was inside the
basket, more because he feared demands from relatives than
attacks from thieves. But this is not something that the farmer
would easily admit. Only ifKilonzo is familiar with local customs
can he interpret why things are the way they arc.

IfKiloD2:o wants to influence a farmer's way ofdoing things,
be must work in terms of the needs and iDterests of that
farmer. lfwbat Kilonzo says does Dot appeal to those needs
and interests, be will fail.
A lot depends, too, on attitudes:

Only if KiloDzo is enthusiastic about hisjob and believes in
hiseItension messages, will he beconvincing. Only ifbeaan
identify with his farmer's needs and aspirations, will he be
able to build a successful relationship.
Take, for example, the issue of free cribs that comes up in the
illustration. What the farmer says is natural and sensible. Ifother
farmers have been given them, then he would be naive not to ask
for one too. As well as stating the facts, perhaps Kilonzo should also
have expressed his understanding of the farmer's position: and
then gone on to talk through with him how he could have improved
his own stores as cheaply as possible.

Combining the Elements
There must be a harmony between the message and the medium,
between the sender and receiver. All the considerations and elements are intertwined. But, to explore the complexities ofcommunication, we need to separate out certain aspects.
Since this manual grew out ofa particular programme, and most of
the illustrative material is taken from the messages of that programme, itmightbe helpful to have an outline ofKenya's On-Farm
Grain Storage Project.-ifyou are not already familiar with it. You
will find a brief description in the Annex, page 133.
In the next chapter we consider the sender of messages-you. We
will look at the roles and functions of front-line workers within the
Training and Visit extension system that has been established in
Kenya and a number of other countries. This will enable us to
identify the occasions on which you are engaged in eommunieation
and to discuss the skills and competencies that are needed for a
successful performance of your functions .

•
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Then we tum to the receiver ofyour messages-the fanner. We will
try to establish some key characteristics of farmers and their
families, in order to analyze those factors which might affect their
willingness to ae<:ept new ideas and different practices. We will
then be in a position to explore the problems and potentials for
building a productive relationship and opening up effective lines of
communication.
But, before we take up and develop these themes in laterchapters,
let us look at communication in a visual way-by building up a
diagram that will help you to understand something more about
the structure and logic of this manual.

ACOMMUmCATIONMODEL

rAl
rIiil
l.IJ ------,t.M==__~
Message
LWJ
Sender

Receiver

When communication occura, there i8 a Sender (8), a Receiver
(R) and a Message (M):

M
But how do we know that our message is being understood in the
way that we want it to be understood? How do we know that our
message is actually being received? Sometimes we only know-like
Kilonzo -when we go back and discover that nothing has happened.
But why wait and waste our time? We can leam something on every

,
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communication occasion by becoming receivers ourselves and
watching and listening to reactions to what we have just said or
done. We have Feedback (Fl.

Feedback is what comes back to us as a response to the messages
we send. It may be in the form of a question, a comment or a shrug
arthe shoulders. Communication is most effective when it is a twoway process. And a number of sections in this manual will be
discussing ways in which we can encourage and use feedback,
whether in one-to-one or group occasions.
Yet, so often our communication is really miscommunication.
Something, some Blockage (B), gets in the way of our messllges:

F
M
B
The squiggly line represents whatever it is that gets in the way of
hannony and under;jtanding. &metimcs it is right that the line is
there in the middle-because the blockage will be some external
factor like the noise of a tractor that literally blocks out the sound
ofour voice. Or the heat of the sun that distracts and saps energy
and attention. But ofl.en it should be drawn as ifin the head ofeither
the sender or receiver or both. Then it might represent a blockage
related toattitudes. Like the thought in the head ofan elderlymale
fanner who is being addressed by a young female extension worker:
~What does she know about farming? She's the age mate of my
grand-daughters. And all she knows is books!~
Or it might represent a simple misunderstanding of a word. You
say "]ittle~ and you mean only a teaspoonful. I hear you say ~little~
but imagine a cupful. This could be an important difference if you
are talking about a hannful chemical!
CIu:>pt., I

So as well as looking at techniques and procedures for such
occasions as farm visiting, demonstrating and leading discussions,
we shall need to look inside our own and other heads and explore
a little psychology-a teaspoonful rather than a cupful-in order to
understand more clearly those thoughts and feelings that can
easily become blockages to communic31ion.
THE CHARACTERISTICS OF GOOD COMMUNICATION

To summarire the ideas presented in this opening chapter-and to
establish some basic principles which underlie all that is said
throughout this manual-here is a list of characteristics:
1. Good communication is the result of clear thinking.
2. Good communication has a specific purpose and
carries specific messages.
3. Good communication is adapted to the occasion-to
the needs and interests of those receiving it.
4. Good communication utilizes an appropriate
medium.
5. Good communication is graphic-through words or
pictures it creates clear, accurate images in the
minds of those who arc receiving it.
6. Good communication is based on good listening.

"
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The Front Line Extension Worker

WORKING WITHIN THE
TRAINING AND VISIT
SYSTEM

The Training and Visit system of
extension (T&V) is now operating in
mOTe than forty developing countries in Mrica, Asia, Europe, Central
and South America. It is a system
which emphasizes simplicity in both
objectives and operation. It provides

continuous feedback from fanners to extension agents and to
research staff; it allows for continuous adjustment to the farmers'
needs. lthas spread rapidly around the world, because it is seen as
an effective means ofincreasing fann production and because it is
such a flexible tool at all levels of an agricultural ministry's
operation.
Priarto 1983, when T&V was introduced in Kenya, the agricultural
extension service provoked many complaints. It 'was seen as uncoordinated and haphazard. Front-line workers were accused of
giving out too many, irrelevant and untimely messages. The connection between research and extension was tenuous and weak.

Two-Way Communication
With T&V, you-the front-line worker-become the vital link in a
chain which ensures two-way communication between research
institutions and fanners:

"

The Front Line
Extension
Worker

ResearCh

Subiect Matter
Specialists

Fronl-line
Extension
Staff
Farmers~

An important aspect of your professionalism is that, through
regular training sessions. you arc in close touch with relevant
scientific developments and research. It is only in this way that
spccificrecommendations can be fonnulated which will be useful to
farmers in their specific situations. You must have the ability to
identify production constraints in the field and, in aswciation with
your colleagues. develop appropriate measures to counter them.
When this begins to happen, then you and your service build
credibility for yourselves in the eyes of the fanners.
There maybe occasions when nearby fanners can be invited to view
research results at a laboratoryor otherexperimental establishment.
Also, there may be times when it is appropriate and convenient to
invite a researcher to a Farmers' Training Centre or some other
place to meet with a group offarmers, Mostgenerally, however, the
feedback or flow of informalion between farmers and researchers
must pass through the front-line extension staff and Subject
Matter Specialists (8MS's).

Concentration of Effort
Effective T&V ensures a concenl.Tation ofeffort. All extension staff
carry out sped fic duties that complementand supportthe activities
of staff at other levels. You yourself will be working only on
agricultural-related concerns, only on those crops and practices
that are relevant to a particular season in your locality. You will be
working primarily-though not exclusively-thlough a small
number of contact farmers who are experienced, skilled and respe~d enough to be taken as a model by other farmers.
ClulpUT 2

Concentration should, also, be the key faetor in your fortnightly
training sessions. Attention should be focused on those constraints
that have been identified in the field and on the major points
generated through research which are of immediate concem to
farmers.
Time-Bound Activities
Messages and skill, should be taught to fanners in a regular,
timely fashion. so that the fanners ""ill be able to make immediate
and best use of them. You are expected to visit your fanners
regularly, on a fixed day eadl fortnight. Similarly, all other supervisoryextension staffahould be making timely and regularvisils to
the field. The S~1S should be attending monthly workshops where
they discuss particular fanning conditions for specific areas. The
recommendations that are fonnulaled at these meetings are then
passed on to you at your next two fortnighLly training sessions. In
this way, there is a continuous exchange of relevant infonnalion
related to the fanning activities of your locality.
Field Orientation
Fanners can only be served effectively if an extension service is in
close contact with them. This contact needs to be rCb'Ulur, frequent,
and on a schedule known to them.
As a front-line worker, you will have groups of farmers thot you
visit on a fixed day every two weeks. But all other extension staff,
including the SMS'a, should be spending a large part oftheir time
in the field, also on regular scheduled visits. District-level Exten·
sion Officers, researchers and trainers, must also go to the field
regularly ifthey areto understand the problems faced by fannersand by you in your daily work routine.
It is to allow 8! mudl time as possible in the field that the
administrative and report-writing tasks are kept to a minimum
within the true T&V system. Nevertheless, the habit of keeping a
dailydiaryofyourcontaets, and problems encountered in the field.
will enable you to contribute more effectively in )'Our training
sessions and to provide material for any reports that you do ha\'e
to write.
By spending most of your timein the field, you are pUlting yourself
in a position to understand the fanners' production problems and
to act as that important link between the farmers and research.
You will, ofcourse, only be an efTecth'e link ifyou listen as much as
you talk!
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Let us now go on to discuss what it takes for you to be as effective
as possible as both II sender and receiver ofmessages wi thin T & V_
or within any structure for delivering extension messages to fann-

Worker

m.

The Front Line

A COMPETENCY ANALYSlS
As II {ront-line agricultural esten5ion worker, whatever system of
extension you are operating in, YO\lrexperience can be categorized

in three broad areas:
• things you know;
• things you can do;
• things you think and feel about wbat you know
and do.

These broad categories of experience are often referred to simply
as:

• KNOWLEDGE
_SKI'LLS

_ATTITUDES
For II successful work performance, you will need whsvccompeten·
cies in all three categories.
Each of the categories can be divided, on the one hand, into
technical or subject competencies; and. on the other hand, into
communication or social competencies.
From your initial training, your in-service training, and from your
field experience, you acquire a good deal or knowledge and skill
related to the practice oragriculture,the conditions and problems
or agricultural production in particular localities. You acquire
knowledge about the agency which employs you. about the schedules or your extension system and about the organizational net·
works in the community through which you work. You think and
reel certain thinp about Agriculture and about Extension-y,"
have an attitude towards your c:hosen area or activity. Ir, in the
main. it is a positive one. then it is likely that you are motivated to
continually up-date and improve your prorcuional ,kills.

Ir, in any respect.. your attitude is a negative one, then it will be
important ror you to reOec:t on how you might c:haoge those

"
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circumstances or factors that produce the negalive thoughts and
feelings about what you are doing.
This manual is not concerned with the technical or "content" side
ofyour work; it is concerned with youas a communicator. It is about
ways in which you can get your technical knowledge across to
farmers as effectively as possible. It is about the crucial communi·
cation or social skills ofextension: your relationships with farmers,
your ability to achieve a rapport with them and to help them with
their care of crops and livestock.

&! let us consider the actual competencies that are involved in the
communication of your technical information.
But, first, it might be helpful to give an example from another field
of activity. If I make a list of the competencies involved in being a
writer, it comes out like this-and you might lind some parallels
with your own situation:
I. Knowledge of a particular language: its
grammatical structures and vocabulary.
2. Knowledge of certain subjects, upon which the
writing is based.
3. Knowledge of publication channels: what particular
newspapers, journals or other agencies expect, in
terms of subject matter and presentation.
4. Skill in researching for relevant information: from
observing, interviewing or reading.
5. Skill in selecting the most relevant material for a
particular occasion.
6. Skill in organizing that material to form a logical
sequence of ideas.
7. Skill in choosing an appropriate vocabulary for
particular readers.
8. Skill in using stylistic devices, like paragraphing or
punctuation, to make the writing both clear and
emphatic.
9. Skill in using illustrations or examples, to make
the writing concrete and lively.
10. Ability to review what has been written in a selfcritical way, in order to revise and modify it.
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II. Enthusiasm for the topic.
12. Emp<"lthy with the people and evenLS that are
treated in the writing.
As you will see, tliis is a rather crude analysis. since somt' oflhese
twelve competencies could be broken down into other or subcompetencies. However, t think it will serve as an illustration of
what is involved in constructing a competency list.
Now, r suggest you pause for a while, before you continue
reading. and renecton your own functions as an extension worker.
Note down the communication competencies you identify as crucial
in carrying out your functions effectively. Afterwards, you can
compare your list with my attempt to do it for you.
This is an important exercise, because yOIl can then lise your
competency list to 3ssess your own training needs.
So. have a go at reviewing the kinds of things you do in relation to
farmers and your position in the extension service. Perhaps it will
help if you first make an actual list of your main functions: such as
farm visiting, holding field day demonstrations. attending training
sessions. Then go on to identify and list the necessary competencies, as in my example. in terms of knowledge, skills and attitudes.
A COl\fPETENCY LIST FOR THE COMMUNICATION
ASPECTS OF EXTENSION WORK
1. Knowledge of the organization in which the

extension agent works: the network of colleagues,
superiors and contacts.
2. Knowledge of the community in which he works: its
social and economic characteristics.
3. Knowledge of individual farmers: their
personalities, aspirations and problems.

4. Knowledge of resources: ego credit facilities.
fertilizers, equipment, both within and outside the
I':ommunity, that can be utilized in the promotion of
efficient farming.
5. Skill in relating to people: the ability to express
himself dearly and the ability to listen.
6. Skill in motivating and mobili?ing people: the
ability to encourage farmers to adopt and
experiment with new methods.
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7. Skill in working with people: establishing and
facilitating meetings with farmers and
participating in farmers' activities.
8. Skill in demonstrating fanning methods and
procedures: using techniques that are graphic and
have impact.
9. Skill in making and using educational aids: making
charts, handouts, using projection equipment etc.
10. Resp&t for the existing knowledge and skill of
farmers.
11. Empathy with people living on low incomes in
rural areas.
12. Patience and tolerance when recommendations are
not readily taken up.
13. Readiness to listen to and learn from those he is
teaching.
14. Readiness to review and revise methods and
approaches.
How does my list compare with your own? Perhaps the differences
are mainly to do with expression-the language used to describe
each competency. But from a comparison of both lists it will be
possible to construct one which covers the full range of your
functions and responsibilities.
Now it is possible to use the competency list to make your own
assessment of your strengths and weaknesses with regard to the
communication asp&ts of your work. What you do is construct a
graph, with the number of each competency along the horizontal
axis and a rating scale along the vertical axis. Then you give
yourself a rating for each of the competencies. As in the following
example:
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In this imaginary case. we have someone who is quite confident
about his knowledge of the community in which he works, the
technical side of his role, and about his attitudes to farmers-but
he is less sure about some ofthe skills involved in getting across his
message.
But what about you? Have a go at constructing your own graph.
Rate yourselfin terms ofeach ofthe communication competencies
that have been identified.
How does it come out?
For the first four~knowledge·components from my list, experience
is perhaps the best teacher-but you may find some ideas in the
next chapter which prompt you to reflect 8 little differently on the
situation and attitudes of farmers. And the rest of the manual will
be asking you to reflect more deeply on your own attitudes and
skills as a communicator.

'"
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In 1985, Dr Judith Mbula. a social anthropologist. conducted--<ln
behalf of the On·Farm Grain Storage Projectr-a survey of smallscale farming in westem Kenya. This chapter draws on her researcll report to de5Cribe lOme characteristics of fanncn in that
area: their pattema of family life, their current fanning prnctices
and their views which have a bearing on their readiness to accept
change. Though the 655 farmers contacted in her survey may not
be representative ofamall·scale fanners across the whole ofKenyaand certainly not representative of farmer1l in other countriesneverthelel8, lOme key point.s from Dr Mbula's research findings
may help us to understand some of the factors that have to be taken
into ace:ount when recommending new procedures. It should help
us widenery some oftha b10cltages that sometimes occur when we
are trying to get our messagcs aaoss.
One oftha m03l interesting aspect.sofDr Mbula'a study is that one
oCher main conclusion is markedly different from whst is found in
similar studies conducted in Asia and South America. Whereas
most other studies point to a very pessimistic and resigned attitude
among fanners, Dr MbuJa found that the farmers in western Kenya
do not have a -shauri ya Mungu~-in the handa ofGod-attitude,
which means an acceptance of poverty and an inability to see any
hope for improvement. Quite the contrary. Most of the farmers
contacted by Dr Mbula's research team have a positive attitude
towards life; they want to see it enhanced. They look to the future.
putgreat store by the welfare oftheir children and have faith in the
advantages that will come from their children's better educational
opportunities. They are well informed about modem agricultural
practices. Most attend barazas where development messages are
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relayed. Many listen to fanning programmes on the radio and
many are readers of newspapers.
So, we must conclude, the reason for resistance to innovation in
western Kenya is neither apathy nor ignorance. Therefore we have
to look for other explanations when we find that our recommen'liations are not taken up as readily as we would wish.

PRESSURE POINTS
In very general terms, let us consider the range offactors that will
or might have influence on a farmer's decision to change his way of
doing something. We can do this by drawing a diagram that shows
~pressure points~-as many aspects as possible that impinge on a
pen;on's behaviour:

r Risk Conce~;'1
(CaltUralPracllce, ......

Ii: Traditional
't=arming Practices

~ L

.- [National Programmes]

Farmers
Media

Message~r

7

Family and
Economic Needs

"'

Influential Figures

Education and
Training

Whenever a farmer is faced with a deCision, some or most of these
facton; will have an influenC&-whether consciously or not.
So, let us take the issue ofharvesting and storage ofmaize and draw
on Dr Mbula's research to illustrate some of these factors in the
diagram-and consider some ofthe broad implications for building
a productive relationship with the farmers.

Traditional Practices
Prior to the On-Farm Grain Storage Project, in western Kenya
farmers harvested their maize when it was dry. The cobs were
transported to the compound by ox-cart, wheelbarrows, lorries-
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or, more usually. carried on the head by women or children. The
mai:ze was stored on the cob until the farmer found time to shell
and, occasionally, treat it. 1fit was not already dry, then cobs were
spread on the ground each day to dry in the sun.
Many farmers stored grain in traditional wicker baskets made of
lantana or papyrus reeds, with thick branch supports. Mud or cow
dung was often used for smearing the base and sides of the basket.
Traditionally, 'when the basket stands outside the house it has a
grass thatched roof; when inside the house, it is len open. Some
farmers store small amounts ofgrain in sealed clay pots; some now
store in metal containers, such as oil drums or cooking oil tins.
The habitofstoring grain inside the house developed because ofthe
fear of then; though another reason could be the reluctance to give
it away to neighbours or relatives. Many farmers put their grain in
gunny bags which are then kept inside the house-often lying in
places where they can easily be contaminated by rats or domestic
animals.
Fanners trytoprotect their grain from rats byusingpoison, setting
traps or keeping cats. Very few in the survey group were raising
their storage units ofT the ground and fitting simple metal ratguards.
As for treating shelled grain for storage, the one traditional practice
was to use wood ash to prevent damage by weevils and other
insects. Some farmers were, at the time ofDr Mbula's study, using
rerommended Malathion or Actellic chemicals-though a few in
the swvey were found to be using such chemicals as DDT (which
has been declared illegal in Kenya) or pyrethrum dust. A few
farmers were using domestic aerosol insect sprays like ~1t· or
~Doom·, which can have harmful effects on human health and
certainly should not be sprayed on foodstuffs.

What implications can be drawn from the information that Dr
Mbula has provided?

As the extension worker in direct contact with fal"mers, you
should study their existing practices-challenge those that
are harmful or useless, butsee whethersome oftbe practices
can be adapted rather than simply discal"ded. There is
nothing wrong, for instance, with storing mai:ze in the
house, provided it is properly treated aDd kept clean.
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National Programmes
The Kenya Government is concerned about the amount ofgrain lost
through many ofthe traditional post-harvestmanagement practices.
On a national scale the losses are said to amount to about 25% of
the potential hal"Vest. It is the Government's objective that the
country should remain self-sufficient in maize. It is important, not
only that people have enough to eat, but that scarce foreign
currency should not needlessly be spent on food imports. Programmeslike the On-Farm Grain Storage Projectare promoted in order
to achieve such national objectives. This project has shown that it
is possible to reduce grain 108ses to satisfactory proportions of
under 5%.
So, through extension agents like yourself, local administration
officials, media publicity, the Government seeks to reach farmers
and persuade them to adopt improved post-harvest methods. But
how readily will farmers appreciate national needs oridentify with
a national programme? Ifa fanner is producing enough for his own
family's consumption, and even has a surplus for sale, then he is not
likely to be much moved by a problem described in purely national
terms. He will be inclined to act only if he is convinced that the
problem is one which directly affects him and his family.
In fact, Dr Mbula's research showed that many fanners do not
perceive grain losses as a major problem-or they have a different
perception of grain loss. Some fanners said that much ofthe grain
lost to humans is eaten by the chickens and goats--so it is not really
lost at all. Others say that grain infested by weevils or mould is used
for making local beer or fed to the animals--so, again, it is not lost.
Some fanners may be deceived by volume as opposed to weight.
Only when the comparative weights of contaminated and uncontaminated grain are demonstrated may they realize what they are
foregoing in weight and profit on the market--or in tenns of
healthier foodstuffs for their families or their animals. A farmer
may only be convinced that he is losing a significant proportion of
his harvested grain ifhis amount ofpoorly stored grain is compared
with the larger amount saved by a demonstration farmer who has
followed the recommended procedures.
You will make an impact on such fanners only when you can
convince them that their perceptions are false or that there are
other more important considerations that need to be taken into
account. Sometimes it may help to take outa pencil and paper and
calculate the fanner's losses in monetary tenns.

Merely to quote national statistics or projeet goals will not
be enough. Persuasion is effective only when a farmer
identifies the problem as one that affects him directly.
Family or Economic Needs
If a farmer is exclusively concerned with subsistence agriculture,
then he may well not easily be motivated to improve his farming
methods-provided his production is meeting his family's needs for
basic foodstuffs. It could be only when he aspires to earn a cash
income--.and sees opportunities for doing so from sales of fann
produee-that he will be motivated to learn about improved agri·
cultural practices. Or he may be motivated to improve his farming
methods only when he faces increased cash demands-like school
fees, medical bills or clothing for his growing family.

However, the problem becomes a complicated one when what is
being recommended involves a cash outlay. Such is the case with
the On-Farm Grain Storage Project. To build a modern, two-section
crib costs around 3000 shillings; to build an improved basket
structure to the recommended standard costs around 1,400 shillings. To convince the fanner that outlays of this kind are worthwhile might well involve taking out the pencil and paper again and
doing some calculations with him. You will need to work out the
likely money saved from storing in an improved structure and
comparing tbatamount wi th the money needed for a new structure.
Then it will be possible to work out the "payback period~ before the
outlays generate profits.

So, one of the key factors in responding to the messages of
a projeet will be the potential economic payoff to the indio
vidual farmer.

Risk Concerns
Of course, people have needs other than economic or ·survival~
ones. Amongthese will be the need for respect and status earned in
the eyes ofrelatives, friends and neighbours. To be seen as success·
ful in whatever we are doing, to be known as "progressive~,can be
an important factor in adopting new methods that can improve our
standing in the community. But when new methods involve risks,
then the considerations related to improving status must be balanced against social or economic ones related to survival. Farmers
the world over are amongst the most conservative and cautious of
people. There is a good reason for this. They are dependent on the
elements-and the elements in Africa can be particularly unreliable and harsh. If the rains do not come, then a total crop can be
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wiped out. lithe rains come too heavily, then the same devastating
consequences can follow. Faced with such unpredictability, a farmer
may well prefer todo the predictable-canyon with practices that
have meant survival for his forefathers.
Sometimes there is good sense in his resistance to the new. Take,
for example, the growing of hybrid maize in areas susceptible to
flooding. If traditional maize is more likely to survive in a season
of heavy rains, then he may well prefer to forego the extra yields
from hybrid varieties in seasons ofordinary weather, rather than
risk a crushing loss iffloods occur. It is a question of not gambling
against disaster.
One of the keys to your success is to know when a farmer's
reasons are valid-when it is not possible or sensible tor
him to adopt your recommendations--or when it might be
feasible for him to adopt only part of a recommended
package.
Cultural Practices
Ifwe take "culture~in its broadest sense of"patterns ofliving", then
clearly the more ingrained these patterns, the more they will be like
deep grooves that act against any change of direction-like a
bullock eart moving along a deeply furrowed track.
One seemingly unimportant practice in the project area was that
the traditional stores were onen smeared with dung. This serves a
decorative purpose--but it could also be that the dung acted as a
deterrent to insect infestations. A rela~ point-when grain was
left in the field to dry, there was no problem about storing it in
airtight structures. But the project is recommending harvesting
grain before it is dry-and then putting the cobs in structures that
are loosely woven so that air can blow freely through them.
So, in getting across the messages ofthe project, we have to be clear
about the logic: if you do A, then B is OK; but ifyou do C, then B is
not OK. Iffarmers harvest when the grain is dry, then it is OK to
put it in airtight stroctures; but if they harvest when the grain is
still moist, then it is not OK to put it in airtight structures. To
persuade farmers to harvest early, when there is still moisture in
the grain, is to increase the risk of moulds and contaminationunless we also persuade them to use rapid drying practices.
It may be, however, that dung-smeared baskets serve another
purpose: they hide the grain from prying eyes. As mentioned
earlier, although Dr Mbula found that farmers were talking about
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their fear oftheft, it could be that many are more afraid ofdemands
from relatives and neighbours when, visibly, they have grain in
store.
Here we are considering a vital aspectoftrnditional culture: it is no
shame to ask to be given; but it is a matter ofgreat shame to refuse
to give. A farmer may be reluctant to adopt the more "open"
management procedures recommended by the project, if they
increase the risk of requests for assistance. In fact, it seems that
IIOme farmers aTe preferring to sell offtheir grain after harvesting,
110 it can be converted into cash which is less conspicuous and
therefore less vulnerable to such demands.
Perhaps, in such a case, you should recommend that the
maize be dried quickly on the ground, shelled, treated and
stored in a traditional hasket, which has heen raised off the
ground and fitted with rat-guards-a compromise solution.
(Remember, if you Tecommend that the farmer removes the dung
smear and pokes holes in the basket, allowing air flow to dry high
moisture cob maiz.e, then shelled maize can no longer be stored
loose in the basket.l
Another important cultural factor relates to the relationship between husbands and wives and their traditional roles in "home
economics·. Whereas, according to custom, the woman has responsibility for harvesting and storing procedures, the man makes the
financial decisions.
Therefore, it the project recommends something which
involves a ("mandal outlay, then it is clearly necessary to
approach both. The wife may need to be convinced of the
operational merits of the recommendation, but the bus·
band will need to be convinced of its financial benefits.
Influential Figures
In Kenya, the Chief plays a key role at the location level. He is a
representative of the Government and a leader of the community.
Upholding the laws and transmitting directives or advice, he has a
powerful influence on all those who live in a location under his
authority.
Imagine a primary school which has been selected for an afforestation project. The school is going to establish a tree nursery, but the
headmaster is concerned that, until the school compound is prop·
erly fenced, the cattle that are grazed across it will damage the
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young trees. He can only try to persuade the people who live nearby
to stop the practice. But the Chief can order them to stop.
Extension is about persuasion. not direction. rt will be rare that you
will want to call in a Chief to issue orders. Unless the matter is
something to do with a communal issue like establishing the tree
nursery, a soil conservation programme or strengthening the
banks of a river that is liable to flood.
But the support of the Chief and other members of the local
administration, like councillors, can be of great assistance in
getting across the messages of a project. To have him with you at
field demonstrations gives a credibility and authority to the occasion; he can also help at baraw.s in communicating the aims and
purposes behind your work and relating them to national development policies.
Out of respect for authority and in recognition of leadership qualities, farmers will listen to those people in the
community who carry these ranks or who become natural
leaders through their esample of endeavour aDd success.
Effective front·line estension staff enlist the support of
such influential figures.
Education and Training
The more a farmer is exposed to new ideas, the more varied his
experience and the more developed his skills-the more likely he is
to accept extension messages. Research shows that a farmer's
educational background is an influencing factor in his readiness to
adopt the recommendations of a project.
A closely allied factor is whether a farmer has another occupation.
Here, two factors combine to affect the alXeptance of innovation.
Another job means that a person is better educated and of more
varied experience-it also means that he has more cash at his
disposal and he is more able to take risks. The research has shown
that there is an enormous disparity in the income levels of smallscale farmers in the project area. Those with the higher levels are
usually those with off-farm jobs.
In her research report, Dr Mbula tentatively presents a list of
characteristics you might look for when selecting contact farmers;
omore educated;
Downs land in two or more locations;
owith an outside source of income;

Din contact with othcr govcrnment officers, such
education officcr!);
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ofrequently liSlens to radio farming programmes or
frequently reads magazines;
Omemoor of eo-operative society;
Din possession of title deeds.

U Dr 1'Ilbuia is right, you sbould pay pat"ticular attention to
the degree of education and training a farmer bas accumulated, to his financial and social status, when you are
choosing a contact farmer.
However, remember that you are responsible for communicating
your information to all farmers in your area. You cannot rely, in
total, on selective contact farmers with education and financial
status. Look hard for the social and other ties that bind the less
amuent farmer!) and their families. Look for other commonalities.
such as interests in children's schools, church bodies, and other
groups.

Media Messages

A surprisingly high number of the farmers in the research sample
were found to be listener!) to the radio, readers of newspapers and
magazines, and visitors to agricultural shows and exhibitions. A
successful project uses such media sources to reinforce the face·to·
face meetings with farmers.
To produce such educational and informative material is not your
own responsibility; but you will nC('d to be familiar with the kinds
ofinfonnation transmitted through these channels so that you can
relate and time your own information and material to these mass
media messages.
In the world of selling agricultural products. it is said that two
factors are vital:
• Advertisements in the national press and
broadcasting;
• The travelling salesman.
However good one of these factors may be. il cannot bt> really
successful without the other. The salesman gains his credibility
from the national advertising. But farmers ollen necd the dirl.'et
contact with a salesman before they actun]]y buy a product. A
similar pattern holds for extension projects. You are the snlesmar~.
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The front-line worker needs the additional support that
comes from nationalleyel eJ:posure of the project's objectiyes; but the farmers still need the direct dialogue with you
to receive precise information and a demoostration of
procedures-and to get your answers to their questions.
All the ~pressure points~ we have discussed can be seen as either
positive or negative forces, which will have their innuence on
farmer's attitude to adopting your recommendations. The negative
ones are the kinds of blockage which were represented by the
squiggly line in the communication model presented in the first
chapter. Some of the pressure points, like media messages, are
extemal factors; some, like the concern about risk-taking, are in
the head.

,

Only when you are famiUar with the range and effects of
these pressure points can you begin to achieve a rapport
witb your farmers, which willenable you to work with them
to promote change.
THE ADOPTION CURVE
This analysis of~pressure points" may help us to understand more
clearly the way in which farrners---or any group ofpeople-accept
or reject new ideas and practices. It seems there is a common and
rcmning pattern involving five stages:
1. Awareness

when a person is fiI"!ltexposed to a new idea-by,
maybe, reading a publicity leaflet or talking with
a friend.

2. Interest

when he relates the idea tohisown situation and
his curiosity is aroused about its potential benefi~.

3. Evaluation

when he begins to ask questions of himself, his
neighbouI"!lor the extension worker: when he will
be mindful of the potential risks and innuenced
by both the positive and the negative fOfen or
~pressure points".

4. Trial

wben he shows his willingness to experiment
with the idea on a small scale.

S. Adoption

when he takes on the idea into his regular farm
practiC!:! and begins to argue its merits to other
people.

The rate at which fanners move through these stages will vary from
individual to individual; and it will depend on the range offactors
discussed earlier in this chapter. Some fanners will be more
exposed to new ideas through contact with media messages or with
what we called "innuential figures~. Some may be more ready to t.ry
something new because of their better education or financial
security. Some may be reluctant to take any risks because oftheir
financial insecurity or their loyalty to tradition.
However, do not be discouraged ifsome fanners simply cannot be
convinced to accept your recommendations. This is normal. Typi·
cally, the adoption process is slow at first. Then, over time, you
should see responses to your recommendations begin to develop a
pattern which can be diagrammed as an ~adoption curve~:
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This is what usually happens with large groups of people under
nonnal circumstances. The innovaton are the small percentage of
farmen who are quick to accept something new-and who become
ita advocates. They will tend to have those qualities identified by Dr.
Mbula as the ideal peQple to seleet as contact farmen.
However, there are other general factors that affect a person's
readiness to accept change. Factors that relate to how we all, as
human beings-and as adults-actually learn new information,
develop new skills and acquire new attitudes. This is the subject of
the next chapter.
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The Learning Process

As an extension worker your most important role is as an educator.
The function of an educator is to promote learning. Learning is
about change in behaviour, and helping to change the behaviour of
farmers is your business. Therefore, to be an effective extension
worker, educator and change agent, it is important to underst.. .m d
some of the key factors that affeclleaming.
The first part of this chapter reviews certain general points about
learning; the second relates these considerations to the particular
ways in which adults orientate themselves to learning. Both sec·
tions will refer back to what has just been said about fanners.

THE CRUCIAL CONDITIONS FOR LEARNING
This is not the place to go deeply into the psychology ofleamingwhat happens inside our heads when we experience a change in the
way we understand or do certain things. What is more important
for our immediate purposes is to consider what factors make for
successful learning-what conditions are usually present when
learning takes place. These are the factors over which we as
educators have some control. An understanding of them can im·
prove our ability to promote effective learning.
Most of what can be gleaned from textbooks on the psychology of
learning can be summarited into six conditions:
In order to learn, we must:

• be motivated to learn;

• ready to admit cert{lin deficiencies in our current
behaviour;
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• have a clear demonstration of what we are expected
to learn;
• have opportunities to practise the new behaviour;
• receive reinforcement that what we are doing is
00"",,

• have available an appropriate set ofleaming
materiab.
Let us take up each one of these points in turn and relate them to
what is known about the farmers you are woOOI\& with-and to
what you can do to make lure these conditions are present when
you act as instructor, demonstrator or discussion group leader.
Motivation
Motivation can be seen al a fOlce either poaitive or negative,
either encouraging or dilCOuraging lomeone to engage in learning.
So it relatel to many of the issues we were discussing in the
previous chapter: for example, the desire for an increased income
can be a positive motivator; conformity to traditional practices can
sometimes be a negative motivator.
These are the feelingl and attitudes a fanner may bring with him
when he attends one of your field days or when he visits your farm.
But, ofcourse, these feelings and attitudes will be alTeeted by what
you yourselfdo on these occasions. Your appmach to a farmer will
be either a positive or a negative influence.

U you present relevant information, ifyour deli very il coherentand
emphatic, then the farmer'1 interest will be aroused and maintained. But if what is said is not relevant to his needs and if your
delivery is too complicated or dull, then his enthusiasm can be
blunted. A politively motivated fanner can be tome<! into a negatively motivated one by unimaginative or insensitive extension
agents--and vice versa..
Receptivity
This factor relate. to whether a person is ready to admit that he
needs to leam-whether he il prepared to admit that there are
certain g:aps in his knowledge or deficiencies in his skills.
Usually, it is not a problem when someone ill encountering com·
pletely new material. There is no loss of face involved. However,
when someone is placed in the position ofa learner in a field about
which he already knowl lomething, then there may well be internal

resistances to leaming-a reluctance to admit to areas orignorance
or the need to change habitual ways of doing things.
Imagine, for example, the feelings of an experienced extension
officer who attends a workshop on eJ:tenaion methods-or who is
reading this manual on the subject! If he is being challenged to
reconsider his own delivery methods, he may feel personally slighted
and become defensive about the way he has gTOwn accustomed to
doing things.

So, this condition becomes extremely important when the learner
has already accumulated ell:perience and competencies related to
what he is being asked to lea~r unlearn. This. ofcourse, is the
situation you face in your dealings with farmers. They pos.sesI
experience and skills whieh an be drawn on in a positive way. But
there will always be the possibility that some farmers will become
defensive and resistant iftheir existing practices seem threatened
and regarded as inapplicable.
In this respect, whether or not a fanner is prepared to accept
extension messages will depend to a certain extent on the credibilityoflhe sender ofthe message. Again. this refers bnck to whnt was
said in the previous chapter about your own standing in the eyes of
the farmer-and the extent to which you can enlist the support of
other high status figures in the community. Here, too, reference to
practices that neighbouring farmers are adopting will have a
powerful influence
Presentation
It is unlikely that learning will be effective ifit is not guided. ifthe
learner is not sure aboutobjec:tives--what the leamingisdesigned
to achieve--or ifhe does not ha...e a clear picture of what he needs
to know or be able to do.

Of prime importance is that )'our presentation of information is
accurate. If, for instance, when you are dealing with the treatment
ofgrain before storing. you get the recommended cnemial dosage
wrong, then the consequences could be serious.
The second general point is that what you say should be relevant to
the occasion-lhe message should be a timely one (concerned with
a partieular fanning activity that the farmers will &OOn be engaged
in); and the message should be -tailored" tothe needs and interests
ofthe particular fanners you are addressing. There is, for example.
nopointin talking in detail about the treatmentofgrnin for storage
ifthe fanners hn...e note...en harvested. Or, it would be innppropriate
to concentrate. on large cribs if the fanners you arc t.alking to grow

"
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relatively small amounts ofgrain for which an adapted traditional
basket would be perfectly adequate.

Third, yOUTpresentation should be coherently organized-in other
words, your messages should be easily understood by the farmers,
whether in term orthe language you use or the logical wayin which
you make your points. If you use a technical term with which the
farmers are not familiar, then you should go on to explain it in
everyday language. Pcr<:enlages, for instance, may not mean a
great deal-but -two bags out of every ten- is the kind of concrete
language that fanners will easily grasp. Also, if your presentation
ofmfonnation is not well prepared, then there is a risk that what
you say will be rambling and confusing.
Finally, the presentation should be made as lively as possible in
order to arouse attention and interest. The more confident you are
ofyour material, the more you are familiar with the community in
which you are working, the greater your chance to talk fluently and
enliven your delivery with humour that you know will be picked up
and appreciated by your listeners.

All these points will be taken up again and expanded in the
chapters that follow, which are concerned with various methods of
communicating extension messages--various ways of promoting
learning about agricultural topics and techniques.
Practice
Most of what you are trying to get across is to do with techniques,
so the learning will have happened, not when you have talked or
demonstrated, bu tonly when the farmers can actually carry out the
recommended tasks themselves. So the opportunity for practice
becomes one of the most crucial conditions for learning. This is the
major theme of the next chapter, where we shall consider different
models ofextension communication. We shall also be exploring the
relative advantages and disadvantages of two-way as opposed to
one-way methods of communication.
Sufficient to say at this point that, if we rely on only one-way
methods-talking and showing-then there is a risk ofinformation
over-load. There is also the possibility that, without guided practice, little or nothing will be learnt. The use of the word "guided"
here is significant; because it is possible for someone, without
guidance or supervision, to go on practising the same mistake!

Reinforcement
This is a technical term used by educational psychologists; it refers
to how our learning is affected by the way in which people react to
our efforU to leam-or it refers to our own assessment of how
sueceaafully we are mastering a learning task.
Reinforcement can be seen 81 any kind of reward, which il known
as -positive reinforcement~; or any kind ofpunilhment, which is
"negative reinrorcement~.The range ofreinforcera can be as wide
as the satisfying experience ofa c::ElT moving forward when first gear
ia auecessfully engaged, or the disappoinunent of the car stalling
when the wrong cear ps in-to the smile or the frown on the face
of the driving instructor!
lfyou oonlider the way in which very young children behave, )'OU
will recognize how important reinforcement is as 8 factor in learning. When very young, Our behaviour was ~shaped~ by the way in
which our parenti rewarded or gave -permission" to certain kinds
ofbehaviour. Even when much older, we still tend to seek out those
situations which give us pleasure and avoid those which cause us
pain. Thus, positive reinCorcement is usually a more powerful Corce
for leaming than negative reinforcement.

If farmers enjoy your field days because they find you supportive
and encouraging of their efforts, then their motivation to attend
will be heightened. But if they meet only criticism, then they will
tend to stay away--unless their motivation to learn is extremely
high and the rewards to be gained from learning are so great they
will put up with a diac:ouraging, negative style of presentation.
When someone is practising a skill, there is the eeeond kind of
reinforcement operating. The reinforcement is "built-in- to the
process, in the sense that reward oomes from the e~rienO!! of
lucceeding. Conversely, negative reinforcement occurs if the task
is not being carried out lueceaafully.
This again indicates the importance of practice in IlUl4tering
techniques. It also poinu up an important factor in instruction.
When setting ta.sb for the farmers to perform, it is vital to make
lure that they are not too complell or diffieult; otherwise they will
only uperience the frostrations offailure and they will be diac:our-

......

The key factor in reinforcement is feedback.. This either comes
from you as the trainer, commenting on what a fanner is doing, or
it is the result ofthe fanner "knowing for himself' that he il right-
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when things fit neatly into place or the results of a procedure are
good ones. The best reinforcer in the On-Fann Grain Storage
Projectia when a fanner sees how many bags ofmaize he has saved
by following the reconunendations! But many fanners will need a
lot of persuasion, guidance and encouragement along the way to
that final stage.

Materials
These are the learning resoun:ea at your disposal. In school they
would be such things 8S textbooks, maps, chalk, pens and pencils.
You have the equivalent in any pamphlets, handouts or charts
which carry the messages ofa particular project or topic. Usually,
you have no control over the production ofthese; your role is to use
them in your work to maximum effect. But, in an effective extension
organization, your experience of using such resources will be
utilized; and any feedback should be taken into accoWlt in modifying the eontent and the design.
Second, you will want to use other training or demonstration aids
to increase the graphic quality of your presentations. As was said
in Chapter One, visual impact is an important factor in learning.
And Chapter Eleven reviews the characteristics and applications
of the main types of aids that you might have available-<lr even
make yourself.
But you have at your disposal the most powerful of learning
materialll-the actual products and structures offarming. Better
to show the fanners a contaminated maize cob than a picture ofone.
Better to show them an improved grain store than a model of one.
Finally, there are the fanners themselvell-they are your most
important resource for learning. One ofthe most crucial aspecta of
your job, the most vital of your skills, is the ability to tap the
experience of the fanners so that their learning is integrated into
what they already know and can do. Furthennore, part of your role
as an educator is to make it possible forthe progressive, successful
farmers in your area to become the teachers oftheir neighbourswithout arousing feelings of jealousy or even resentment.
But this takes us into the next topic: the way in which the very
maturity of fanners affects their ability to learn.

"
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ADULTS AS LEARNERS
An Illustration
A group ofextension staff. were attendi1l§. a workshop on extell$ion

methods. The topic was 'Adult Learning. Instead of giui~ them a
lecture on the subject, the workshop leader asked the participants to
engage in a short exercise.

He divided them into three froups. Tlu! first grau; was going to
explore the concept "student; tlu! second, Mteaclu!r ; and the third
group, "adult". He asked each individlUll to find an object--1ln:;
object-which fwd!1lUllitks, characteristics, which could be asSOCI·
ated with either student", "teacher" or "adult". They had ten
minutes for tlu! search. The object ho.d to beone they could carry back
to the group.
When all tlu! participants were back in the circle, they each in turn
showed what they had found; and they "explained" it to the rest of
the group.
Leader: "Kamau, I see that you haue a plant ofsome kind--tell us
about it."
&mau: "Well, I ho.vejust up·rooted this {rom the shambo outside.
And in this lu!at it will soon wither-as you see, it is
beginning to droop already. I ch~ this, because I think
a student is uery much like a young plant. In order to
learn-togrow in knowledge and skills-it needs core{ul
treatmenJ. It needs to be placed in the right kind of
enuironment.lt needs the feeding toot comes{rom tlu! soil
and watering. It needs the attention of an expert gar·
dener/teacher. "
While Kamau is talking, the leader writes up on the boardthe image,
"Youngplant". Alongside it, he writes up the key qualities associated
with this concept of "student":
"Needs careful treatment in order to learn; needs the right enuiron·
ment and the nourishment o{ a knowledgeable teacher."
Leader: "And now Pamela. I can't quite see what you ooue there.
But you were one oftlu! group looking for "teachers". So,
w1w.t do you have to show us?"
Pamela: "I{ I switch him on, perhaps you will see him better. You
see? He is a torch."
Leader: "And why did you choose a torch to represent "teaclu!r"?
Pamela: "It's the job of the teacher to throw light on things.
lllumination--that's w1w.t learning is all about. But a

"

tecu:h€r needs to be plugged in to some power source.
That's who.t the battery stands for. A tecu:her must get his
power or his kMwledgefrom somewh€re.lt might befrom
books or it might be from his experience in a particular
field. But batteries need recho.rging every so often-l
guess that is why we are attending this workshopr
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The image of the torch goes up on the board-and the qualities
attributed to it and related to th€ role ofa teacher:
-Giver oflight; source ofillumination; knowledgeable, experienced,
skilled; sometimes in need ofrecharging,·
uader: ·ut's take one ofthe -adults- now. What have you got for
uS,Okoth?Okoth:

-Actually,l found the task very easy! I didn't ho.ve to move
from the room tofind my object. In fact, it was here in my
pocket. -Responsibility· is what I want to illustrate. And
I don't think I could do betterthan my bunchofkeys. They
indicate that I, (1$ an adult, am able and licensed to ride
a motorcycle. That I am mature enough toho.vea houseand tht care ofa family. There are, you see, a number of
keys on this ring-all sayiTlll that I have already opened
and walked through a numberofdifferent doors. Respon·
sibility, experience, kMwledge, skill-this is what it means
to be an adult.·

One by olle the images arecallected, until the three clusters ofthem
and their associated qualities are arrayed across the board:
For Stucknt:
• a slTUlll plant, needing Murishment;
• an empty glass, waiting to be filled;
• a blackboard, which is being written on.

For Tecu:her:
• a rorch, tho.t throws light on things;
• a portable radio, tho.t sends messages;
• a book, that is a source ofknowledge.
For Adult:
• two bunch€s of keys, representing responsibilities,
knowledge and experience;
• a cheque book, representing the same things.
ChtJplO. ~

Pause for awhile and think about the implications of these images
and what they indicate about the respective roles of teachers,
students and adults:
What asswnptions are being made about the processes of
teaching and learning?
How compatible are the roles oC"teacher" and "student"as perceived by this group oC extension officers?
How compatible are the roles oC"adult" and "student"?
What is likely to happen when the "adult" becomes a "stu·
dent"'?

All the images related to students by the extension officers were of
someone who is essentially passive: someone who is waiting to Ire
nurtured by a teacher and filled with knowledge.
All the images for teacher were active and potent ones: someone
who brings light, someone who is knowledgeable and experienced,
someone in control of the learning process.
All the images of adult were also of someone who is active and
potent: mature, experienced and knowledgeable-and also accustomed to being in control over certain aspecUl of his life.
The images and qualities arrayed across the board added up to a
very traditional-and ratherlimited-picture ofwhat learning and
teaching are about. The workshop participants saw education as
essentially a process ofone who knows, transmitting his knowledge
to one who does not know. In terms of traditional attitudes to
schooling, there is a compatibility between the group's images of
student and teacher. The student is a receptacle waiting patiently
to be filled, a plant waiting for the nourishment needed for iUl
growth. The teacher is both an authority and in authority. This
model of education is one of dependency.
However, there is not a compatibility between the images for
student and those for adult. The participants associated adult with
qualities todo with experience, maturity, knowledge and responsibility. Not a problem when the adult becomes a teacher-but a
possible source oftension when the adult becomes a student. lfthe
educational process isas the workshop participants saw it, then the
adult is being asked to return to a childlike situation when heis put
in the role of a Iearner.

"
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Ifthe adult learner is treated in a chJldlike way, then, unless he is
prepared to set aside his experience-his being accustomed to
making decisions for himself-there could well be problems for the
person who tries to become his teacher. Especially ifthat person is
younger, and in certain respects less experienced, than the one he
is "teaching".

So much of our thinking about education and training is based on
our experience of when we received most of it-when we were
young. So often the failures of adult education projects can be
ascribed tothe wayin which the methodsofpromoting learning are
those more suitable for young children in school. The methods do
not match the maturity and experience and sense of responsibility
of the learners.
Therefore, it might be useful if we reflect for a while on the key
differences between the child and the adult learner. When we have
done that, we can go on toconsiderwhich educational methods best
suit the situation of the adult fanner when, in our extension
methods, we put him in the situation of being a learner.
There are three fundamental ways in which adult learners differ
from children. They differ in tenns of their.
•

SELF-CONCEPT

•

EXPERIENCE

•

ORIENTATION TO LEARNIN"G

Let us look at these three characteristics in tum:
Self-concept
We can say that a person passes into adulthood when he becomes
psychologically independent-when he becomes self-directing. The
self-concept of a child-the way he sees himself-is of being a
dependent being. He is dependent on his parents first and other
adults later, for protection, food and for receiving the "rules~ by
which we live in any particular society. But as children move
towards adulthood, they become increasingly aware of being capable ofmaking decisions for themselves-whether riding a motorcycle, building a home or planning what crops to plant.
And adults experience the need for others to see them as capable of
self-direction. We resent being put into situations that violate our
self-concept of maturity-such as being treated with a lack of
respect, being talked down to, being treated like children.

So, teaching adults calls for a sensitivi ty towards the person
who, because he is an adult, has become accustomed to
making his own decisions, accustomed to exercising acertain
measure of control over his own life.
Experience
The second major difference between adults and children is in the
degree of experience they have 8teumulated. Adults are more
experienced simply because they have lived longer! Whereas when
we 8sk a thild who he is, he will usually describe his identity in
tenns of his parents, his school or where he lives, an adult will
define himaelfin terms ofhis experience. An adult's self-identity is
derived from what he has done. Therefore, we adults become very
protective ofour experience; and whenever we find people ignoring
or devaluing it, we feel a kind of rejection and frustration.
The consequence for us as teachers of adults is that we
should take every opportunity to waw on and utilize the
experience of those we are teaching.
Orientation to Learning
In many aspects oflife, a youth thinks mainly of the present. He
looks for immediate satisfactions; he finds it hard to wait a long
time for the rewards for his efforts. An adult becomes much more
accustomed to postponing his satisfactions and rewards. However,
with regard to learning, the time perspective of young people and
adults is reversed. Children are conditioned to learning things that
do not have an immediate application. A good deal of what they
learn at school is accumulated in a reservoirofknowledge and skills
that will---or may---be useful in later life. An adult's orientation to
learning, however, is likely to be different. He will want to be able
to apply his learning to his immediate concerns. Like the image of
the adult in the illustration, he will want to turn the key-he will
want to apply his learning to his current concerns and tasks.

Therefore, it is important in OUf eJ:tension wOl:'k that we
focus on the interests and problems that the farmers bring
with them to our discussions and Geld days.
The farmers who attend our demonstrations, who listen to
us on our rounds of visiting, are adults as well as OUI:'
"students", Because of their previous eltperience of school·
ing-maybe because of their attitudes towards any kind of
authority fi~ome of them may not eltpect to have
their own eltperience taken into account in the processes of
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learning. But iC this involvement does not happen, then
theirell:pertise will be belittled-and a marveUousopportu.
nity will be lost Cor making tbe learning not only as relevant
as possible, but also a meaWi whereby they increase in
confidence and develop a sense oC independence and self·
reliance.

Our analysis of the characteristics of mature learners has so far
been restricted to three broad aspects. However, there are other
factors that we need to take into account..-<mes of particular
importance with respect to the typical farmers we encounter in OUT
work.
Most of the farmers will not have a substantial background of
formal education; and the days oftheir schooling will be well in the
past. They will not be practiced in the skills ofgetting information
from the fonnal devices of education like lectures, books and
diagrams.
Though they may not have been in touch with formal education,
they will have certainly learned a great deal in the course of their
lives since leaving school. But this learning will not have been
theoretical or academic. The methods of learning that they are
likely to have used, often unconsdously, will have been more like
the case studY--llolving practical problems through observing the
experience of others, or engaging in trial and error procedures.
Most probably their memories, espedaUy their short-term memories, will have deteriorated. Compared to when they were young,
they will find it difficult to remember a string offacts or to learn
Crom mainly verbal instruction.

DOD
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IMPUCATIONS

Drawing on what has been said in this and the previous chapter,
what are the main implications of the farmers' prior experience,
knowledge and attitudes for your work in facilitating their learning
of new teclmiques and procedures?
Perceptions
The farmers will see all the new infonnation you communicate
through the ~spect8cles~ of their existing experience and knowledge-just as weal! do. Your messages can therefore become easily
distorted.
Constant feedback from them is vital if you an! to keep alive
to what the farmers are, or are oot, learniog.
Confidence
All too often-despite their actual expertise as fanners-they may
too readily believe that they have little to offer (apart from ques-

tions) thatis relevant and constructive to whatever subject is under
discussion. It is important to help them see that this is not the case;
because, unless the new learning is linked to what they already
know and do, it will notbeabsorbed. It will not make a great impact
on their attitudes and behaviour.
You should always explore with the farmers what they
already know about a subject before embarking 00 any
presentation of Dew information.
Unlearning"
It may be that not all items in the package of knowledge and
expertise that the fanners carry with them are effective in the
changing world of modem agricultural production-or in keeping
with the particular recommendations of the projects with which
.
you are concerned.
For instance, if a farmer is going to harvest his maize early, to
reduce the damage caused by pests when the maize is left. in the
field to dry, then it is no good his putting that maize in storage
structures that do not allow the cobs to dry rapidly. That way, more
damage will be done. The moisture still in the maize will cause
moulds. To benefit from early harvesting he needs to adapt the
storage structures according to the recommendations ofthe project.
To accept only part of the management package is to run the risk
of solving one problem only to cause another.
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Experience showl that when trying to facilitate adult leaming
there is oft.en as muth ~unleaming"to be done as learrun,. Because
people have 110 much emotional capital invested in their existing
knowledge and experience. in their customary ways of doing
things., to challenge t.hi.1mowledge, experience and CUltom. i, the
tric:kiest job for the eztensiOD worker. And little can u.sually be
achieved through a .imp!e plea to change.
It is importaDt to identify as precisely as pouible what are

the blocks to chaor. and what are the bases of en.tinr
attitudes and practices. The most Ukely "unfreezin'"
methods will not be ta.lk but demonstratioD and the consequences of e ••mpl_from which Carmen can draw their
own conclusions.
Ezperieoce as a Learning Resource
The package of knowledge and skills that the fannel"ll already
possess is ilseIr 8 rich resource for learning.
lD planning and delivering your extension meuagea, you
should start from where your farmers are. U you utilize
their ell:perieoce, you will ensure that your messages are
relevant to their Deeds and intet'ests. You mny well learn
from them lome new ideas that will help you to modifyyour
own knowledge and your teaching of it.
VarietiesofE~perience

Individual fanners will pouellS packages onrnowledge and experience ofvarying aiu and weight. Some of the farmers will be what
we call "progreuive-; some will not. Some will be skilled in building
structures: others will be knowledgeable about the treabnent of
plant di....a....s. To draw on this varied store can enrich the learning
for the whole group. But it makes the business of ·starting from
where the farmen are- a rather complicated matter.
Rather than relyinr on your own presentation orin/ormation and demonstraUon of skills, you should, u mucb as
possible, promote participatory methods of learninr whieb
allow for the varied inputs and responses of the farmers
themselves.
Approacbes to Learning
Most of your fannen will have had limited formal schooling and
their approaches to learning will not be those found in ins,titutions
eMpie, "

of education or training. They will have beeome accustomed to
focusing on immediate and practical issues.

You should avoid trying to promote learning that relies
heavily on memorization. You should seize any chance to
reinforce the learning of new ideas and procedures by
giving opportunities for application and practice.
Whether we consider the general principles that underlie effective
learning or whether we focus on the particular orientations to
learning of adult4. we are led to conclude that to maximize the
active participation of fanners in the learning process is the most
effective way to proceed. What often stands in the way of doing this
are traditional attitudes to education and tTaining, that put too
much faith in one-way communication processes.

To help in the developmentof progressive farmers we Deed
to be progressive educators. We Deed to develop for ourselves flexible, pllTticipatory extension methods which not
only respect the "adultness" of farmers but also promote
their learning much more effectively than rigid, transmittal methods or communication.
The difference between participatory and transmitl..al modes of
extension work is the theme of the next chapter.

"
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Models ofExtension Work

THREE MODES OF COl\IMUNICATION
An illustration
An extension worker wns holding CI field day (or farmers on the
subftct ofearly haroesting of maize. The locatinn Chief had agreed
to attend, and he began the proceedings by outlining the main
objectilJes of the On-Farm Grain Storage Project. He stressed the
national importance of reducing post-harvest losses.
When the Chie! ho.d coru::luded his speech, the extension worker
asked the farmers about the losses they themsclu€s were experiencing. He encouraged them to tolk about the reasons (or sw:h losses.
After a short time he was able to summarize by replaying to them
the list they 1uJd themselves produced: birds, weevils, other insects,
rats and moulds.
But, listening to their comments, he had picked up that Ihe farmers
seemed unaware of the seriousness of the losses. So he decided to
conduct a little experiment. He had brought with him samples of
healthy and contaminated maize. He got a few of the farmers to
compare the lJolumes, where the difference was not all that great.
He then asked the farmers to weigh the same samples. Their
surprise at the difference was dramatic.

From this brief illustration we can derive certain basic points
about communication in educational situations.
Any episode of extension training will have three key elements:
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• SUBJECT
• EDUCATOR

• LEARNERS
The Subject is what is being learned; and in this case it was
infonnation about pMt-harvestgrain losses. It can range from t.he
ideas in a person's head to something concrete, like a moisture
t.csting machine.

The Educator may be thoroughly familiar with the material-an
expert or specialist in a particular range of subject matter. And in
this lies one recurring problem found in all kinds of educational
communication: docs the expert try to tell the learners all he
knows. or does he let them discover some of it for themselves?
This question is crucial in making assessments of the relative
effectiveness ofvarious extension methods, and it will be cltplored
in the following chapters which review the different methods in
some detail.

Another consideration will be whether the e:w;tension worker is
familiar enough with a range of methods to enable him to make
a choice-and to e:w;tcnd your range of choice is a key objective of
this manual.
A further issue will be the attitude of the workers towards the
farmers-whether he is ready to see them as sources ofknowledge
and skill that can be drawn on in the educational process. In the
illustration. the e:w;t.ension worker was happy to do this and, even
though he could easily have listed the various reasons for grain
losses e:w;perienced by the fanners, he preferred to draw them out
for discussion.
The Learners may be totally unfamiliar with the material. as
farmers would be when seeing a modem crib for the first time, or
they may already have some knowledge of it-as in the illustration, where they know for themselves what was causing their
losses of maize.
The question then arises as to whether the same method will be
effective whether the farmers know or do not know something
about the material-and what can be done if some of the group
know and some do not?
In their different ways, each of the three factors will determine
the ~shape" or any episode of e:w;tension communication; and we
can characterize the main kinds ofepisode by considering how the

factors can interact with each other. From the illustration we can
identify three different interactive patterns in operation; and we
can give them the names;

,

• PRESENTATION

• DISCUSSION
• ACTION
It can be argued that these arc the only modes of communication
that are possible; and that all educational. training or extension
methods can be identified as belonging to one or other ortne three.

Let us identify each in tum, by drawing on the opening iIlugulItion, and by constructing a diagram which characterizes the
particular interactive pattern.

Presentation

In the first phase of the illustrated field day, the Chief takes on
the role of educator. The presentation mode of communication
which he adopts is perhaps the one most commonly used in
educational institutions. In this mode, every bit of infonnation
received by the learners is ~fi1tcred~ through the mind of he
educator-and delivered through his mouth or through his electronic device.
The educator does some thinking about the subject (1).
He packages it in an appropriate format for the learners, decides
on the best order in which to present it and, perhaps. makes some
notes (2).

"
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He then delivers his mawrial to the learners; who aTe relatively
passive, even if atlentive, receiver;; of his messages (3).
The absence of a line between the learners and the subject symbolizes that the only contact the learners have with the actual
material being !.aught is through the filter of the educator.
The extension methods which correspond to this mode aTe talks
(either fannal lectur(l!:l or infonnal presentations), film or video
shows, radio programmes and poster campaigns.

Discussion

The extension worker chose not to begin with a talk, but moved
into a dialogue with the farmers. What he did will help us to
identify the communication mode we are calling discussion.
The subject is usually introduced and guided by the educator {lj.
However, for a discussion to be effective, it is necessary that the
learners, as well as the educator, have some familiarity with the
topic (2).
In this example, the knowledge would have come from direct
experience; but the educator is also likely to have gleaned a good
deal of his knowledge from lectures and books.
The learners engage with the educator and with each other in the
process of issue·raising, opinion-stating, debating, analyzing and
concluding (3).
The learning comes from the interchange and the resulting modi·
fication of ideas.

The methods that correspond to this mode are any kind offonnal
or infonnal discussion session held with fanners on such occasions as field days-or within women's groups or 4K dub8.

Action

The final phase of the illustration is an example ofthe communication mode in which learning is action-based.
Here, the educator's role is primarily one of choosing an activity
for the learners to engage in, and then Mmanaging'" that activity
(1).

The learners engage directly with the subject matter-which can
be a simple activity like using a hand sheller, or a complicated one
like conducting a survey. They learn through the experience. as
they explore, practise, discover or problem solve (2).
Often in such situations the educator faces an interesting choice,
symbolized by the dotted line. Does he remsin outside the action
as manager-only intervening if the learners need his guidanceor does he engsge in the experimentation with the group? (3).
The methods that make up the action-based mode of communication are any kind of experimentation or practice engaged in directly by the learners.
Though each of these three communication modes do have their
distinctive characteristics--and at any moment of an extension
activity it is possible to dearly identify which one is operative-nevertheless, any extension event is likely to include more than
one mode.
In the illustration, ss we have seen, the session begins with s
presentation, moves into discussion and concludes with action.
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And usually a discussion is preceded by some kind ofintroductory
presentation. Also. the signilicance of action-based learning is
usually only brought Ollt in a follow-up discussion.
A good ul.ension worker t'an s..itch between the model: good
e ..tenslOn work employs a mill of presentations. diSCUSSIOns and
action. To use a variety of methods is to stimulate interest. mamtain attention and maximize the opportunitie1i for learnmg.

CHOOSU-;G THE MODE
The most. vit.al faet.or in deciding which mode to use will be our
educational objectives. These objectives will relate to the three
main kinds of elpcricnce or ·sI'heres- orleaming that have been
discussed in Chapter Two:

• KNOWLEDGE
• SKILLS
• ATTITUDES

In our working relationships with farmers. we will be concerned
to increase knowledge, develop skills or influence aUitudcs.
[t is not an easy t.3sk to work out how these thrce sphcres relate

to each othcr-what the relationship is between changes in
knowledge and changcs in attitude-and how changcs in both
affect changcs in behaviour. How, for instance, can we cxplain the
smoker who knows the way cigarettes can damage his health and
yet he doesn't stop smoking? How can we explain the smoker who
knows the risks, feels guilty about the anti-social aspects ofsmoking, and still he doesn't stop? How can we explain the farmer who
knows the advantages of adopting a certain agricultural practice
and yet he doesn't do it?

The wayan individual will respond to a learning situation is not
predictable; his response will depend on a complex of personality,
cultural and envirorunental pressures, as explored in Chapter
Thrt'e. It is this unpredictability that makes a busineu like
extension more a sensitive an than a systematic: science.
However, this is not to say that we should leave everything to
intuition or reactions of the moment. Good extension work usually
depends on careful planning. The more we know about the fann·
ers in our community, the more we know how they are likely to
respond under certain circumstances-the more we prepare for a

particular educational activity-the better equipped we are to
cope when the unexpected happens.
Certainly, it will be important to keep in mind the three main
spheres ofleaming whenever we are planning any kind of extcnsion activity.
It will always be crucial to ask ourselves whether our

objectives relate to knowledge acquisition or skill develop'
ment or attitude formation. Because this distinction, more
than anything else, will determine what our extension
methods will be.

So, let us imagine a few difTerentsoonarios and consider how we
would decide which of the three modes ofcommunication would be
dominant in each case:
First Scenario: A training session for fundis or ca!"JIcnters;
Objective-

that they will be able to adapt traditional
baskcts SO that they are suitable for rapid
drying of maize and safe from attack by roo
dents.

We are in the spheres of knowledge and skill.
The most appropriate modes would be presentation in the fonn
of plans. diagrams and demonstration of construction procedures-followed by action in the fonn of practice. Action-based
learning would be the most important, because it is not possible
to develop skills merely by reading about them or watching a
demonstration.
Second Scenario: A field day for fanners;
Objective-

that they know when and how to shell and
treat maize ready for storage.

Again, we are in the spheres of knowledge and skill.
And, again, there is bound to be a phase of demonstration in the
presentation mode; but it would be important to give plenty of
opportunity for action-based leaming~ncouragingthe fanners to tryout the procedures of shelling, dusting the grain with
insecticide and making sure that it is mixed properly with the
grain.

Mrxklsof
Extension Work

Also, we may well have to take account ortne attitude sphere.
!fsome orthe fanners, for instance, aTC concemed about how the
taste of the maize may be affected or are worried about possible
skin damage from the insecticide-such concerns may only be
identified if they feel free to question and debate with us. There·
fore, discussion should be facilitated in order to expose such
issues and deal with them. Otherwise, the fanners may politely
watch our demonstration, carry out the procedures correctly
during the field day, but not adopt them in their own compounds.
Third Scenario: a women's group;
Objective-

to enlist their support for the recommended
post-harvest management procedures.

Here, we may well be working mainly in the sphere ofattitudes.

What will be important will be to draw out the women's opinions
about the project's messages, to identify any constraints operating against their willingness to adopt the recommendationssuch as the situation where their husbands are the ones who
tend to make the decision about any kind of financial outlay.
Only through discussioD can the crocial issues be identified,
problems exposed and possible solutions or proposals suggested.

In all three of the examples there is an emphasis on the more
participatory modes ofdiscussion and action-based learning. That
this should be so seems obvious when we consider the objectives
in the way we have done. We only learn how to do something by
doing it.
Our attitudes are influenced much more powerfully when
we test them out in debate with other people.
Fanning is a practical activity; extension is about influencing
practice. So, in theory, we would not expect extension work to be
mainly taken up with talking. Yet in reality this is what it often
is-field days can last for three or more hours with two-thirds of
the time given up to speeches.
Why is this?
Especially when there is so much well-known evidence that the
one-way communication of talking and lecturing is so ineffective
in promoting learning? When, as we have discussed, experienced

adult learners learn best when their experience is utilized and
their ~adu[tness· is respected by involving them in debate and
experimentation?
Perhaps one of the answers is that we have been so conditioned
to one-way communication techniques from our early experiences
of schooling. We became accusl.omed 1.0 ·sitting at the feet~ of the
teacher. Also, especially in Third World countries, anyone in a
teaching role seems 1.0 command great respect. This is fine-as
long as it does not mean that such a figure should never be
challenged or that the learners should never be in a position to
take their own initiatives in the educational process. And when
the extension activities are integrated with administrative and
political structures and involve local administral.ors, officinls and
politicians, there is a tendency to adopt the spcech-mnking approaches commonly used in bara7:as.
To meet educational objectives most effectively and 1.0 preserve
the ~persuading" rather than the ~directing~ nature of extension.
we need to uti!i7:e a variety of participatory, discussion-based,
action-based methods as well as the more ~top-down· presentation methods. We will see that each of the three main modes of
communication will have its particular applications and advan·
tages.
The next few chapters of this manual will be exploring these
applications and advantages-and olTering suggestions for mak·
ing the most of each of the common extension methods.

"

Notes
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Visiting a Farm

Working within the T&V system, farm visits are made accordingto
a regular sc:hedule. Visiting-talking with a single fanner or ....i.lh
a contact farmer and his immediate neighbours-is the key element in the system. The 8Cheduling makes for the most effective
and efficient use of your time. Effective, in that all parties con·
cerned know when the visits will take place and they can therefore
be planned for. Efficient, in that your time allocation can be spread
aeron the farmers on your list according to total numbers and
geographical spread. Since the farmer also knows your rortnightl),
schedule, he will be expecting you-and the programming avoids
the time wasting that occurs when visits are made and nobody is
then to meet you.

PLANNING A VISIT

•

The most importantelementin planning for any activity is kno....inJ:
your objective. Every farm visit should have a purpose. This
means lhal you should know what you hope to achieve in \;siting
a particular farmer. Just as important: the farmer should also kno...·
the putpOIoll of each of your visits. Workinc acrording to Jour
fortnight.lylChedule. you can always end one visit by establishing
what will be the -agenda- or -target- for the next.
And, if you keep adequste notes and records, you ...;11 be able to
assemble any neceuary information or equipmentyou need, well in
advance ofeach visit.
If. for instance, you are going to help a rarmer shell and trt'at his
maize thst has been drying in his crib to a sale 13'«. ~'ou will have
checked. that the necessary equipment will be at hand: the dusting
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powder, a sheet for spreading on the ground, a shovel, sacks for the
grain going into the store. And you will be carrying a hand sheller
to show him; and also the relevant pamphlet, in the rightlanguage,
that illustrates the processes.
On the last visit, you noted that the fanner claimed that he was
having difficulty in obtaining insecticides in his localitY---60 you
checked up on the situation and you will be able to infonn him
where such supplies are now available.

I'tIEETING THE FARl\IER
When you meet the fanner, talk with him, not at him. This is an
important difference. To talk with someone is to engage in a twoway conversation. You discover his concerns. learn about his
experience, identify what help he needs from you. But ifyou talk at
him moat of the time, his attention might wander, his resentment
may build up, or he might become defensive and withdrawn.
How you frame your question is a crucial issue. The important
distinction is between closed and open questions. Closed ques·
tions can seem rather interrogating and produce brief or only Yes!
No answers. Open questions seem more respectful and usually
produce fuller answers.
For example, if you ask simply, "Do you treat your maize with a
Blue Cross powder before storing?~-you may get an evasive
answer, because it can sound like a "checking-up" question. But if
you ask, "What do you think about the ways oftreating maize for
storing?"-you are inviting him, on equal tenns, to discuss the
matter with you.
Not just the structure ofyour sentences but also the tone in which
they are delivered is vital in establishing a good relationshipputting someone at ease, winning confidence and encouraging an
expression of views and concerns.
Here we are touchingon certain fundamental points about effective
interpersonal communication, so perhaps we should pause and
explore them in more detail.

RELATING
Whenever we talk with someone we have a choice between five
lines of communication. These are set outon the next page. Let
us look ateach in turn and consider when and when not to use them.
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LINES OF COMMUNICATION
DIRECTING

"Make aUTe you miK the powder thoroughly and evenly,·
"No, not like that! I've ,hown you ~wiee already!·
NURnJRING

"You have made a very goodjob of that erib-nzuri una!"
"Let me show you how it is done!"
COMPlJl1NG

·How long have the eobs been in the erib?"
"[ will ean again in two weeks time."
REACTING

"' know you have had, lot of uperienee ofdoing this, SO please show me,·
"I'm getting fed up with this job. No one want.s to listen to me!"
VENTING

"Great! I'm enjGying this. Let's have another go!"
"Al:t.ual1y, I couldn't eare leIS whether you lislen to me or noL Ijust want to
get lJlia over quickly and f:llt home!"

Directing
The directing line is used when we are telling someone what to do.
We are in control and feel free to give an order or make a criticism.
The two examples show a positive and a negative use of the line. If
you are giving a demonstration then such ~directing" words come
naturally, without an authoritarian tone, and they will not cause
offence.

Nurturing
We use the nurturing line when we are showing our concern for
someone. It is as if we are in the role of a "nurturing parent" •
expressing care or looking after someone's interests. Compared
with the relative coldness of directing, the tone of nurturing is
warm and encouraging-as in the first example.
But we can sometimes overdo the "parenting" approach and fall
into a patronizing tone-or do something for people when they are

"
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perfectly capable of doing it themselves. The risk for any kind of
teacher is that he is tempted to show off his own knowledge and
skills rather than develop the knowledge and skills ofthe person he
is supposed to be teaching. This is to overuse the tran~miu.al mode
of communication-and create dependence rather than independ·
ence.
Computing
The computing Ii ne is an interchange ofmessages wi thout any kind
of emotional loading. It is a straightforward exchange ofinfonna·
tion. When the concern is the task itself-rather than what either
of the parties feel about it-this is the line that is operative. The
tone is therefore neutral or "busi nessli ke". The image ofa computer
is apt because computers process information withoutany emotion
coming into the communication!
However, this line is not wholly positive. If you overuse it. you risk
becoming dull and boring, Imagine what it would be like to spend
a lot of time with someone who behaves only like a computer!
Reacting
When we are "reacting", we are adapting our behaviour in some
way according to the people we are with-or in line with the
circumstances. On the one hand, a Reactor is a polite person,
respectful of the wishes of others. On the other hand, the Reactor
can be reacting in a negative way, by complaining or whining.
The difference, if we take examples of reacting behaviour in
children, is between the child who sits still when his parents say
that he should (using the directing line}-and the child who cries
or stamps his feet. In bot!'! cases, the behaviour is in reaction to the
behaviour or the assumed wishes of someone else.

Venting
The venting line is an unedited, spontaneous expressionoffeelings
of pleasure or displeasure. It is the opposite of reacting in that the
expression is completely without regard for what others may think.
We commonly see such venting behaviour in very young children,
before they have learnt the need to adapt to the influences ofother
people around them. Ifa baby is hungry it will cry-wherever it is.
It is only later that we begin to control our urges to express
ourselves according to our interpretations ofwhat other people will
think or feel about what we do.

"

Like all the other lines, venting has its positive and its negative
aspects, It would be much more fun 10 spend an evening out with
a spontaneous Ventor than with any other of the characters in this
lis~ut we would have 10 be prepart'd to witness some st'lfish and
irresponsible behaviour at times!
Whenever we interact with someone else, we have a choice about
which of these communication lines to usc. All have tht'ir positive
and negalive effects. The key factor is our decision about which is
appropriate in any given situation.
For example, if a fanner is clearly upset ahoutthe sickness of his
cattle, then we would be sensible to recognize his emot.ions first. We
might only be able to get into communication with him if we adopt
the nurturing linc-it would not be the time to launch straight into
the computer line of giving him infonnation about insecticides for
the treatment of his maize. However, if we have relevant infonna·
lion about the treatment of his cattle, then he might soon be ready
to engageon that line with us-about, first, the problemofhiscattle
and, second, even his maize.
There are, then, two basic skills in establishing a relation·
ship:
o an ability to use all five lines of
communication;
o a sel1Sitivity to which is the most appropriate
one to use on any particular occasion.
You might lind it interesting and revealing 10 tryout your own
ability 10 operate in each of these lines-bccause each one of us
finds some easier to use than others. Persuade a friend or colleague
to engage in an experiment with you. Hold a conversation where
you both deliberately take up all five lines in tum. You will soon
discover your own strengths and weaknesses. Then rellect on your
relationships with fanners and try to identify the usual approaches
you take.
Effective communicators have the facility to plug in and
change between the five lines like a fast and nimble tell'·
phone switchboard operator!
To decide which of the lines to use with any particular fanner, you
need to know him fairly well-and to sense specificconct'rIls on any
one occasion. This means that you will need to be skilful at the
receiving end of the communication model we discussed in Chap·
ter One. You need to be a good listener as well as a good talker. If.
for example, you discover a fanner is troubled about school fees,
~
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then, carefully. the topic can be turned to how this problem might
be solved by having a few extra bags of maize for sale-ifhe follows
your post-harvest recommendations.
PRACTlSING SKILLS
Before you leave a fanner's compound. make sure he understands
what you have been discussing and demonstrating. The best way
lo be sure-if the opportunity is there-is lo see how he himself
carries out a task. If the fanner does not do it correctly, then you
have not communicaU!d.
A key quality is

prepared to repeat a demon·
stration and keeping calm if the farmer seems slow at picking
things up. But you may well find that if you encourage a fanner to
express his own views, if you observe what he is doing and explore
his reasons, you will learn some very useful infonnation yourself.
And if a farmer disagrees with what you are saying, try not to
challenge him, but take the chance ofexploring why he thinks the
way he does. He may have very good reasons for doing things his
way. For example, he may have lost his trust because ofa previous
piece olbad advice. Or,from experience, he may have a much better
understandingofwhat can be achieved with his particular soils and
conditions.
patience~being

What follows are two contrasting scenarios. One of them is much
more productive than the other. They illustrate how important it is
to choose the appropriate line ofcommunication ifwe wish communication lo proceed harmoniously and purposefully:
First Scenario

Farmer:

'Wo, I'm TWt interested in growing hybrid maize.
It's not suitable {or this locality.·

EW:

~But

it will give you a much greater yield. You will
be maRing a big mistake i{ you don't.· (Directing
line)

Silence. End o{ conversation on the topic.
Second Scenario

Farmer:

"No, I'm TWt interested in growing hybrid maize.
It's not suitable {or this locality. ~

EW:

~I'm

CiI4plu6

interested in your uiews on this. Tell me why
you think this way. ~ (Computer line)

Farmer:

·'Well. I think that hybrid varieties are (ine (or
areas where the weather is stable. But i( there is a
period o( heavy rains and flooding. or a period o(
drought, then the local maize will cope better. In
such circumstances, I could lose the whole o( my
crop i( I plant hybrid. And, as yfJU saw last year,
there was terrible flooding here. I would haue lost
all my maize.
Every (our or(iueyears we seem to have floodS-<Jr
the rains hardly come at all. I'm fUJt prepared to
take the risk, / would rather krww that I will get
something every year, than gamble and then get
nothing. ~

EW;

"/ Se€ your point. But how about hedging your bets
by growing some o( each. That way you would
benefit (rom the higher yields ofthe hybrids in most
years---cut you would never be risking your whole
crop, because you would haue the traditional uari·
ety that would stand up better to the floods ifthey
came.
What do you

think?~

By getting into a conversation rather than provoking an argument,
the second extension worker is able to discover the farmer's rea·
sons. He is then able to increase the chance of coming up with a
mutually detennined plan of action.
FOLLOWING UP
Whenever possible, discuss with the fanner the "agenda" for your
next meeting. Reach an understanding about the tasks the farmer
will have carried out before you see him again. For instance, ifyou
have been discussing the way in which he can improve his tradi·
tionalstorage structure by raising it on legs and fitting rat guards,
then you can detennine whether it is feasible to have the job done
before the next visit-ready for you both to focus on storage hygiene
procedures.
On your part, it is important to make notes ofany materials you will
need to collectbefore you see him again. Ifyou have promised to find
out some infonnation or to bring along some insecticide, then it will
be disappointing to him and damaging to your own credibility ifyou
forget.
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The one-to·one meetings on your round of visiting can achieve a
number of benefits:

o Acquiring first·hand infonnation about the
problems being faced by fanners in your area:
o ES18blishing good relationships;
o Publicizing more formal and group field
dlJffionstrations:
o Identifying potential contact farmers:
o Monitoring the impact of a particular project:
o Giving closer attention
needs;

to

a particular farmer's

o Teaching specific skills;
o Reinforcing skills learned during an earlier visit;
o Enabling a "whole family" approach.
This last point should be elaborated. As discussed in the Introduction, the word ~he" has been used rather than ·she~ throughout the
manual-for reasons ofstylistic convenience rather than from an
assumption that all fanners are male! In fact, many fanners are
women: and, anyway, you will want to have contact with both the
husbands and the wives as much as possible. Ifyou can talk to them
both together, then fine.
RECORDING A VISIT

Since you have so many contact and follower farmers to keep track
of, you wilt not be able to do so effectively unless you keep brief
records of your meetings with them. You will need to record such
things as the purpose of each visit, your own observations as to
what has been happening in the shamba, what occurred during
your visit, and what follow-up was agreed.
On the next page is an example of the kind of record sheet or card
you could use for each visit.

"

RECORD OF FARM VISIT

Name 01 Farmer
Number 01 Follower Farmers
Location
Date

Time

Purpose of Visit

ObseNations

Notes on help given

Follow-up

Such records are essential-you cannot possibly keep all the
important infonnation about your farmers in your head. They
enable you 10 theck your tommitments and they provide you with
an efTettive basis for writing your reports.

.
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CHECKLIST FOR PREPARING
A CONTACT FARMER VISIT

V"
l.

Has the visit been scheduled, along with other
contact. farmers, to make the most efficient use
of my time?

2. Does the fanner know that I am visiting him?
3. Does the farmer know the purpose ofmy visit?

••

Has the farmer been encouraged to complete
certain tasks before I arrive?

5. Have I collected any necessary supplies or
equipment?

••

Will the farmer be familiar with the topic or
skill that I will be dealing with?

7. Am I confident about discussing the topic or
demonstnlting the skill?

••
••

Can the farmer easily afford the practice I am
proposing'!
How readily will the farmer accept the new
ideal?

10. Have I anticipated my response and hill own
replies?
11. Have I prepared any necessary demonstration
materials?

12. Have I checked the equipment I will be using?
13. Willi be able to briefthe farmer on forthcoming
events that may be ofinterest to him---(lr on the
availability of supplies that he might need?

No

CHECKLIST FOR EVALUATING
A FARM VISIT

y.,
L

,.

Was I confident of my knowledge and skill?
Was the visit wen planned?

3.

Did the fanne' know the purpose ofmy visit?

••

D,d I lIave specific knowledge 0' a ,",w p'actice
commun'cate?

,.
6.

,.

..

Were all the nec""SIIt)' equipmen~ and supplies a~ lIand?
Was my manne, friendly and respectful?
Did I.'n tile main, use 'open" ques~ions?

6.

Did I use linesofcommunication wllicll pu~the fanner a~
ease and encouraged him to express h,s own views?

9.

Did I .how a
concerns?

"

Was I a good listener?

".
".
".

If [ was demon$~ra~ing a skill, was my demonstration
well organized and easy to follow'

sen$,~iv;ty

to the farmer's problems and

H. Was I dear in tonveying info,mation?

".
".

Wu the farme' given a cllance to pract,se the .kill
himself?
At the end of the vis,t, did the fanner seem to have a good
undeNltandingofthe purpose of the vi.it?
Did I give a ehanee to the fa.mer to ra,se any questions or
issues?
Did I leave

~he

fanner with any handout materials?

".

Was the fanne' le/\ wi~h any .pedfic tasks toaccomplish
before the nex~ v;.i~?

".

Was the nex~ visit p,epared fo,?

".

"

Did I make a note ofany supplies or infonnation 1 would
need to have with me at the nex~ meeting?
Did I make a reco,d of the visit?

No
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You can use such a che<:klist to renect on your own fann visiting;
but it is alsoext~mely useful to try out such anevaluative tool with
a colleague--by occasionally accompanying each other on visits
and then giving feedback through using a checklist oftms kind .

•
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Giving a Talk

Your role

85

a front-line extension worker demands that you arc

often performing before an audience: during field days. allraining
sessions, 4K Clubs and women's groups. in seminars and stafT
meetings--on many occasions when you are called on to inform,
instruct and advise. Perfonningin public is an art that is developed
only through oonstant practice; but in this chapter you should find
some general guidelines and hints that should help you get the
most out of your practice in the field.
However, you are you. Therefore, you should work out a style that
suits yOUf own personality. Don't try to be somebody else by
imitating a teacher from your past or one of your colleagues. For
instance, some people are good at telling jokes and some are nOlo
Some people find they can touch an audience with their quiet
sincerity; some can excite their listeners with their own dynamic
enthusiasm. But find your own style. Whatever your own person·
ality, you can develop an approach that both suits you and works
for your audience.
ltis, though, important to take into account how your audience will
be receiving you. Remember that the fanners in your area will not
be accustomed to interpreting diagrams or learning from sophisti·
cated teaching aids. But they are very familiar with the spoken
word! Especially the older members of your community will have
been well exposed to messages being conveyed by word of mouthin barazas, stories and songs. You will often need a picture to
describe more easily a structure or a process-but many of your
audience will expect to be stirnd by what you say.

Giving a Talk

THE MEETING PLACE
Preparation
Whatever the occasion-inside or outside, formal or informalmake sure that you arrive at the place in good time. This enables
you to check on the layout and make appropriate alterations. You
have time to glance through any notes you have made, set up any
displays or aids, without being hurried. Also, you have time to talk
with whoever is going to introduce you-if it is that kind of
occasion-and find out something about those who are expected to
attend the meeting. When people begin to arrive you can chat with
them, and perhaps learn more about their immediate concerns and
expectations.
All this will help you relax, be better informed and more at ease
with your audience.

Seating Arrangements
The most obvious thing is that you yourselfshould be obvious-and
clearly heard. But your position in relation to the group will vary
according to the purpose of the occasion.
'fyour purpose is to make a presentation, then there is no reason
why the group should not be sitting or standing in rows in front of
you.

"

,ryour purpose is to teach a skill. thcn often thc group wHl need to
be clustered around or behind you.

.. ,os

If your purpose ill to discuss something with the grouP. then the
best arrangement may be a circle.

Giving a Talk

Good communicators interact with their audience. They invite
contributions and questions; they can react spontaneously to the
feelings and comments of the group they are working with.
PLANNING A TALK

In any kind ofcommunication-whether a short informal talk with
farmersor a long writtcn report to your supervisory officers-there
are three fundamental principles of good organization of your
material:
•

RELEVANCE

•

COHERENCE

•

EMPHASIS

Relevance of Material
The first principle is that you select material for your talk that is
relevant to the occasion. And this will depend on a combination of
your own objectives and your assessment OfyOUT audience's interesl.8 and needs. For example, if your subject is a general introduction to the On-Fann Grain Storage Project, and you will be talking
for only ten or fifteen minutesata Chiefsbaraza, then you will need
to select the most relevant points for the fanners who will be
them-remembering your time constraint.
One effective way to prepare such a talk is. first, to scribble down
on a piece of paper ideas at random-just as they come into your
head. The result of this "brainstorming" could look something like
this:
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Our brains have difficulty in coping with two functions at the same
time, A farmer decides what kinds of crop he wants to plant before
actually pI tinting them out. Hi s daughter collects her flowers before
arranging them in a vasco The same should be true for planning a
talk-eollect your ideas before trying to decide how you will organize them.
When you have made a rough set of notes of main ide;)s you havc
on the topic, you then go through them and decide which ones )'ou
would want to develop in your talk. The task now is todiscard those
you think are not relevant for your particular audience.
For an introductory talk of the kind we have imagined, till' farmers
would have the following questions in mlOd:
• what are the main rceommcndations of the project?
-

how do they relate to their own situation and
problems?

• what do the new storage structures look like?
• how do they compare with their existing storage
systems?
• what are the advantages of adopting the
recommendations?
• what are the costs?
• how can they get more information?
They would not be so interested in the history of the project, the
intricacies of the relationship between the Ministry of Agriculture
and the sponsoring or implementing agencies. So you could cross
out in you notes points like -history~, ~staffing of the project",
-funding" and -training of staff'.
You are now able to think about how you are going to order your
material-arrange the points you have selected in a logical se·
quence that will give your talk a coherent strocture.

Coherence in the Organization
Given the ideas already scribbled down on the subject of the On'
Farm Grain Storage Project, and given your assessment of what
would be relevant for the specific occasion. your outline for the talk
could look something like this:

"
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By adopting this method of planning, you will overcome one of the
main problems in preparation: how to select both what you want
to say and how you will 58Y it. If you do as many people dl>-try to

sketch an outline plan of your talk before first noting what ideas
you have on the subject-then you are likely to get stuck. You may
construct draft after draft., fill a wastepaper basket with crumpled
bits of paper-and still not have the basis for your short talk!

Emphasis in Presentation
A talk can include only relevant points; it can be lXIherently
structured-and it can be very dull. This brings us to the third
principle ofemphasis. How can we make a talk come alive? How

can we ensure that it has impact on our audience?
A lot will depend on how you use your voice and your body in
delivery. These points will be taken up later in the chapter. But in
the planning stage you will need to consider whether it would be a
good idea to include any pictures or models in your presentation.
Because emphasis is often achieved through illustrations and
concrete examples. Imagine trying to describe a bicycle to a child
who has never seen one. How many words would it take to do the
job? And would the child have a clear picture in his head when you
finished? How much more effective to show him one-to have a
bicycle you could jump on and ride before his eyes! And if not an
actual bicycle, then a picture of one.
The key factor is that the more concrete your presentation, the
greater the clarity and impact. So if you are talking about the
difference between new and traditional storage structures, then
show it. Ifyou are trying to establish the advantages ofpreserving

"
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sound maize, then show the difference in Quality between properly
stored maize (harvested, dried and treated) and improperly slared
maize. Show the relative weights of each.

•
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NOTES
Just a word about notes. If you are very familiar with the topic and
a practiced speaker, you might need no notes at all. Even so. it is
usually a good idea to have an outline ofthe main points with youeven the most el<perienced speakers are distracted someti mes! The
outline constructed above would serve as such a set of notes. Better
to have them written out on a card rather than a flimsy piece of
paper. It makes them easier to hold and less distracting for your
audience.
If, on the other hand, you are giving a talk on a particular topic for
the first time, you might require a fuller set of notes. The problem
is that if you have every word written down you are likely to read
them to your audience, and this means that your talk lacks any
spontaneity. You will score in terms of accuracy, but you will
seriously lose out on emphasis.
One way round this problem-if you are really nervous about not
having a full record ofwhat you want to'say-is to have your speech
written out in fuJI, but with the key points highlighted in the
margin. This way, you have the best of both worlds. If you Vdry
up"-that awful feeling when your mouth goes dry and the words
refuse to come-you have the full text for reference. But it is more
likely that you will be able to proceed in a more natural presenta·
tion, with only occasional glances at your notes.

"
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PERSUASION
Veryonen you will be involved in trying to persuade fanners wtake
a certain line of action. Persuasion is the most interesting-most
exciting-kind of communication. A Jot of research has gone into
how to struclure a presentation to achieve the desired effect It all
boils down to the following seven-stage strategy:
1. Identify the problem.

2. Arouse interest in the problem.
3. Propose a solution.
4. Demonstrate the effectiveness orthe solution.
5. Consider alternatives to the proposed solution.

6. Demonstrate that any likely criticisms ofthe
proposed solution are either invalid or are
outweighed by the advantages.
7. Restate the proposed solution.
To illustrate the strategy, let us stay with the example of the talk
we have been discussing:

"Identify the problem"
In this case the problem is how to reduce losses ofmaize duringthe
proccsscs ofharvesting and storing. Your introduction might stress
the losses on a national scale and point to the serious consequences
ifthe country were to run into a grain deficit. You would emphashe
thc Government's concern and its backing of the project.
"Arouse interest in the problem"
But the interest ofyour audience will not be much aroused unless
the problem can be shown to be one that affects them directly. So
you will need to have plentyofexamples ofhow they themselves are
incurring significant losses through the procedures they are currentlyusing. You can ask them about the major difficulties theyare
experiencing with the harvesting and storing oftheir maize: what
are the losses, and what are the causes.
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"Propose a solution"
Hereyou present, in summary, yourown solution-in this case, the
range of post-harvest management procedures and storage structures being recommended by the project:
• harvesting early;
• using an adapted traditional basket or raised crib;
• cleaning and storing procedures;
• shelling and treating the stored grain.

"Demonstrate the effectiveness or the proposed solution"
Takingeach main topic in tum, you give examples of the savings to
be made by the new systems and processes:
• decreases in field losses and increases in grain
harvested;
• higher quality of the grain in store;
• improved health;
• increased income.
You have now gone some way in the process of persuasion-you
have given some reasons. l\1any advertisements or political
spee<:hes stop at this stage-with assertions ofthe advantages of
what is being proposed:
"Buy thisdawa and it will quickly cure all your aches and
pains!"
"Vote forme and I will ensure development in this arcamore roads, more water, more schools.....
But to be really convincing you need to go two stages further and
explore the questions and reservations that might be still in the
minds of your listeners.
"Consider alternatives to the proposed solution"
One set ofquestions will relate to practices other than those in the
recommendations. Questions like:
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~But wha~is wrongwi~hthe

been using for
~What

store I and my ancestors have

centuries?~

is wrong with using ash to preserve the stored

maize?~

The experienced and successful persuaders think about what
alternative solutions could be raised and build their answers into
their presentation.
"Demonstrate that any likely criticisms of the proposed
solution are either invalid or are outweighed by the
advantages"
This is the most difficult but also the most essential stage in the
persuasion process. It is where you explore any doubts there might
be about the solution you are putting forward. For ifyour members
ofyour audience go away with doubts in their minds, you certainly
haven't persuaded them. Your task is to show that certain possible
criticisms have no weight. For example, someone might be concerned that the more open-weave structures you are recommending would let in the rain and cause moulds. You could counter this
by talking about the screening effect of the overhanging roof-and
pointout that any maize in the lower part ofthe store would quickly
dry out again because of the ease with which the wind blows
through.
Sometimes a criticism has to be admitted as a valid one and
therefore a disadvantage of your solution. Here, your task is to
show that this disadvantage is outweighed by the advantages. For
example, the expense of constructing a crib or adapting a trodi~ional basket is a disadvantage that needs to be taken up. You can
point to the very small cost of raising and rat-proofing a basket,
when the necessary materials can be found around a typical
compound. AJso, you could point out the financial savings to be
made, with either construction, that will over a period well outstrip
any initial outlay.
"Restate the proposed solution"
The final stage-the most emphatic moment-is when you restate
your main points and drive home the key advantages.
Also, given the occasion for our iltustration-an introductory talk
at a baraza-you could go on to explain how the farmers would be
welcome to attend the forthcoming field demonstra~ions, so that
they could see in more detail the structures that are being recommended.
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lfthey take this action-if you see them at the demonstrations, or
ifthey contact you for furtherinfonnation, then you know you have
already encouraged them along to the "evaluation~ stage on the
route to ~Adoption~. In fact the persuasion strategy outlined here
does mirror what it takes to move people through the stages of the
•Adoption Curve" described in Chapter Three.
This is a strategy for planning presentations that you will find you
can use on many occasions-in talks, staffgroups, semi nars or even
in written reports. It should prove useful whenever you want to
argue a case, at the stage where you have assessed for yourself the
evidence and want to present your views in the most persuasive
manner.
Now we have considered aspects related to planning a talk, let us

tum to factors which will affect its delivery.
SETIING THE CLIMATE

!fthe group you are addressing is coming together for the fi rst time,
and it is not a large gathering, then it is advisable to begin with an
informal introductory session. Such a session is sometimes called
~warming up~. The purpose is to put people at theirease, and allow
you to establish an initial rapport with the group.
Start by introducing yourself-a little bit of your background and
your main reason for talking to them on this occasion. Make this as
light and relaxed as possible. Ifyou can make ajoke about yourself.
then fine.
Then ask members to introduce themselves. But remember that
some people aTe shy of speaking in public. This informal round of
brief introductions will help the shyer ones to feel more free to
contribute later. This is a topic we will explore in more detail in
Chapter Nine, which is concerned with facilitating group discussions.
On occasions when you are the main speaker, it will be enough that
people give their names and perhaps where they are from. Addi·
tionally, sometimes it might be productive to ask in this beginning
phase ifpeople have some specific topics related to your theme that
they would like you to take up in yOUT talk. All this encourages an
interest in what you have to say, gets your audience involved and
makes it easier for them to ask questions when you have finished
your talk.

"
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If you can establish a good rapport with your gToup at this stage,
then the greater the chance that they wil1listcn attentively to what
you have to say and will be ready to bring out any points which, if
not declared, may otherwise stay in their minds and prevent them
from accepting or acting on the ideas you put across.

or course, there will

be many times when you arc not "in charge"
of the proceedings, and you will want to fit in with the group's
established ways ofdoing things. !fyou arc speaking to a women's
group, for example, that normally operates with fannal committee
procedures, it would be insensitive and counter-productive to try to
break down the formalities and impose your own different procedures. However, when it comes to your tum to address the group,
it will still be important to introduce your~elfand your topic in a
way which reduces any tension there may be and encourages their
p:Jrtici pntion,

APPEARANCE
The first impression you make on your audience is often the most
important one!
If you are fi(!W to a group, you will bejudged first on how you look.
Therefore, it is as well to appear neat..--not necessarily smnrt, but
neat! How formally you dress will depend, of course, on the
occasion. But whatever the occasion, to be wearing crumpled or
slaincd clothes indicates a laCk of seriousness in your approach, a
lack of respect for your audience.
AJso, it is surprising how the way you dress can effect your own
confidence. Even if you feel very nervous about the task you face,
if you look the part, you have won half of the battle with your own
nerves!
The way you hold yourselfwilJ be important too. Notstiffiy, but not
slouching either. !fyou can take an upright and yet relaxed stance,
then fine. Ideally, every movement you make should hein tune with
what you are saying. Ifyou walk forwnrd, iOs to emphasize a point.
If you sit down, it is to invite contributions from the group. Try to
avoid unnecessary movements-pacing up and down or reading
with head bent over notes-for such things tend to distract the
audience and serve only to block off your messages from getting
through.

"
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GESTURES

The way you use geslures wiU depend on the situation. Only if the
group is large will the .weeping, "dramatic· gestures be at all
appropriate. In amaller, more intimate groups, more natural and
lubtle gesture. are called for. And the lame as for whole-body
movementa. eacb resture should be purposeful and used deliberately to emphasize yoW' points:
• raising. finger to indicate caution;

• raisin&'. clenched fiat for determination;
• clasping hands
together to symboliu
co-operation ...

...and eo on.
BUl a raised finger to indi-

cate caution here! Unless
IUch gesturel come to you
naturally-or you are well
practiced-they can appear

()

~

wooden or "stagy". Remember
~J,\,0
the advice at the beginning of this
i:Ti MIN"
chapter: make lure to lind your own style, and do
what seems right for you.

However, we can try to avoid the undesirable gelture. that are
uncontrolled and often unconscious-the jingling of coins in a
pocket., the acrat.ehing of an ear-the lION of movement that
distrad and do not help UI to get across to our audience.

THE EYES
The way you use yoW' eyes will have a great bearing on how
effective you are .. a speaker. Just think what a hypoowt can
aehi.eve mAinly through the way he uses his eyul
The key factor it coatact. Make sure you look at your audience
while you talk.. No-one will appearoonvincing who looks down at his
notes moat of the time or out of the window or even above his
audience's heads. You can't look at each member of the group all the
time, but you can fix a midway point., and occasionally ~patrol" the
group membera from there.
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More than anything else, if you can make this kind ofcontact you
will command attention to what you are saying.

THEVQICE
When we speak to a large group we adopt a manner ofspeaking that
is different from our everyday conversations. We need to speak
louder (without shouting), slower (though not too slowly) and we
choose our words with greater care.
One of the biggest errors a speaker can make is to speak so softly
that his audience cannot hear him properly. Think of the loss in
your effectiveness ifmore than balf ofwbat you say cannot
be beard. If you do not apeak loudly and clearly enough, you are
wasting both your own and your audience's time. Furthennore,
your audience will lase patience with you, lose theirinterest in your
subje<:t-and will not be keen to attend your next meeting!

Words Spobn Sonly Do NOl Ruth

lh~Audltll«

~"""'»}l»! H'M M,{Ij
Speak"

Ju,d;.n'"

Words Spobn Loudly and. Cleadl R.ach IheAudlmce

A simple but effective device is to make sure you ask at the
beginning of a presentation, "Can you hear me at the bstk?But variety in delivery is the keynote ofa good public speaker. To
arouse and keep attention you need to vary the volume, tone and
the pace of your delivery. Again, these variations should be purposeful-they should arise from the meaning of what you are
saying. You strike only the key words; you heighten the tone when
there is an urgency in your message; you slow the pace when you
want every word to work in the ears of yow listeners.
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THE BASIC QUALITIES OF EFFECTIVE SPEAKING
As a way ofconcluding this section on delivery,let us conlider three
qualities that are found in successful speaking performanoes:

•

CONFIDENCE

•

CONTACT

•

IMPACT

Conlldence in Performance
All good speaken appear confident.--<lf their subject and of their
ability to perfonn. But we all feel nervous at time~.pecially
when we are notexperienoed in addressing groups or when we are
dealing with a new topic or meeting a new group.
There are two points to remember.
• everyone experiences such nervousness;
• you often look better to your audience than you feelt

In fact, some degree ofnervousnesl or tension can be beneficial. The
heightened glandular activity-nervous excitement.-givel you
increased energy. And thil can be a good thing if you hamesllhat
energy. The relult can be more dynamilm in the voice, more
purpolleful action. And this comes acrosl as enthusiasm for your
subject and interest in your audience.
The negative effects of uncontrolled nervousneu are the kindl of
distractingmannerilms we have discussed above--the shuffling of
feet or the wringing ofhands. Or even a withdrawal into your notes
and a lou of contact.
Of course the more you practise speaking the leu nervous you will be.
Similarly, the more you know your subject, the more interest you wiD
have in it, the more you will "lose" yourselfin your enthusiasm forit,
and the greater the animation in talking about it.

Contact
Remember to look squarely at your audience-nol at your notes all
the time or at your polished .hoes. Try to see the members ofynur
audience as individuaa-stablish eye contact with them.
Perhaps it is a state of mind. It happens naturally when you have
something you want to sa.y; something you wanl other people to
understand and act on.
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Impact

This is related to what was said about emphasis as a principle of
organization. J ustas you can use illustrations and concrete examples
toarouse interest, so you can achieve impact by your use orvoiee and

gesture.
Emphasize key words; Wlderline crucial points with your hands---J.et
your body express your feelings.

CHECKLIST FOR GIVING A TALK
0 Relevancy Is the material adapted to the needs of my

audience?
0 Coherence Is the material arranged in such a way that:

-

the objectives will be made clear at the
beginning?

-

the main points will be highlighted?
the connections between ideas will be made?

o Emphasis Have I made sure that the material will be vivid
enough:

-

o

Setting

by including relevant examples?
by using visual presentations?

Is the seating 8rTsnged in a suitable way?
Is it movable if I want to rearrange the layout?
Is the ventilation, temperature, lighting at the
right level?

o Aids

Am I making the best use ofavailable resources?
Have I checked:
- blackboard or flipchart in position?
- chalk or felt pens are at hand?
- controls of any audio-visual equipment?
- a spare projector bulb in my pocket?

o Handouts

Will itbe useful togive outa swnmmyofthe talk?
Are there any relevant leaflets to give out?

0 Timing

Will my presentation fit the time available?

o Feedback Have I built in opportunities for briefperiodll of
discussion or questions?

"
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Conducting a Demonstration

In the previous ehaptcrwe were considering a mode ofcommunication-giving a talk-which relies on the mainly one-way communication that we characterized in Chapter Five as preseo ta tion. You
are bound to be frequently involved in occasions where this mode
is the only choice open to you. When you are asked to speak at
hara-zas Or other formal meetings, you rely on your words-and the
emphasis you can inject through your manner of delivery or any
visual aids you have with you.
But, 8S we have discussed earlier, the presentation mode has its
drawbacks when you really want to promote learning. You can
effectively convey a limited amount ofinformation in a talk, or you
can arouse your audience's interest in and awareness ora problem.
But, W'llesa you can use morc participatory, active methods of
communication, you cannot be certain that any information you
give will be retained, and you will certainly not be able to develop
skills.
Agricultural Extension has promoted a method of communication
known as the fteld demonstration which, ifused effectively, incorporates all three modes of communication. Within the overall
presentation framework there are elements of discussion and
action-based modes which encourage the participation of the
farmers through inviting debate on issues and through engaging
them in practice of skills.
Unfortunately, too many demonstration days still rely too much on
the one-way communication of talking and showing-rather than
on the participatory modes of discussing and doing. Too often the
demonstrator remains the main, or even only, performer. The
farmers remain passive listeners and watchers.

"
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This chapter gives suggestion for making your demonstrations fit
the principles of good extension work which are outlined at the
beginning of this manual:
• establishing a three-way communication between research agents, front-line workers and farmers;
• starting from where the fanners are and building on
their established knowledge and skills;
• utilizing the knowledge and skills of the fanners;
• addressing your demonstration to the practice of
fanning by employing active, problem-centred and
discussion-based methods of conunWlication.

INVOLVING mE FARMERS
Most field days begin with the almost ritualized speeehes of
welcome and the invitation to any dignitary who is present to make
introductory remarks. Such contributions are important for maintaining the customary poliwness and for establishing a sense of
importance for the occasion. But, irthis introductory phase goes on
too long, it can defeat the very purpose of the activity. The prime
purpose of a field day is education, not exhortation-or simply
urging the farmers to change. Education will only happen if the
concentration is on demonstration and practice.

One way to arouse the interest ofthe farmers, and to establish their
commitment to the topic ofthe day, is to begin yourdemonstration
with a discussion session. You invite the farmers to express their
views on the day's theme. To identify any particular problems they
are facing and to suggest issues that they wish to have discussed.
Imagine you are dealing with the raising and improving of a
traditional storage basket. You might begin by asking the farmers
about their usual methods ofgrain storage, identifying the typical
range of problems that are experienced, inviting those who have
already made improvements to say why they have done so and how
successful they have been. Also, you make sure you ask the farmers
what related topics they wish you to comment on.
Such a session might go something like this:
EW:

.
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"Today we are going to look at one method of
improuing storage structures for maize. First, let us
think about the traditional methods ofstorage. This
is tM kind ofbasket thaI has been in use in this area

for geMrations---why should we ooflSider changing
it at am
Any ideas?Farmer OM: "Well, if we are going to harvest our grain earlier
than we used to-when it still has moisture ill itthen we Med a structure that allows the graill to dry
quickly. Witha /xJ.$ket likethi$, closely woven, theair
croeSll't get to tM cobs well erwugh.·
EW:

"True. If we change our practice of harvesting, and
remove the cobs from the field, as we were suggesting
at the last field day, wMn the grain is mature but
still with something like 30% moisture cOllttnt.-......to
prevent attacks by pestsand moulds ill the shambathen we Med also to make changes to the old methods
ofstorage. As you say, we need to make suretMgrain
will dry rapidly in the structure.
But are there allY other problems with a basket like
thi$r-

Farmer Two: "It is verycwseto thegroulld-alldratscalleasily get
into it."
Farmer Three: "OtMr pests too---other rodents.·
EW:

"Mzee, you have made alterations to this basket here
in your compound. Tell us what you havedolle-and
what are the resultsr

Farmer Four; "Yes, as you can see, [ have had the basket raised
above the ground and put these rat guards all the
legs. Also, you will see that the weave is more open.
And I have moved it so that it catches as much breeze
as possible.
Last haroest, I am sure I saved mu.ch more grain by
getting the maize out of the shambo as SOO/l. as
possible and drying it ill here. But I am not sure how
much I have saved."
Farmer Two: "And how much did it cost you to adapt it like thisr
Farmer Four: "Actually, it cost me nothing, because the work was
daM by Iheprojectasademonstration. But I am sure
the cost would be very little. [II fact, it is a simple
operation, and many of u.s could find tM materinls
and do the job ourselves.·
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EW;"

~OK-cost is

something / must deal with.

Any other questions you would like me to take up?Farmer One: -If we rul we are not able to make the alterations,
where can WI! get help?Farmer Three: -/ would like you to go over the whole business of
early harvesting. I am used to stooking my maize in
1M shamba-what is wrong with thaW

Farmer 1Wo: ·Couldyou also tell us about wayso{spraying. to cut
down the damage done b] weevils?
And I have seell these larger cribs on some farms.
Could you say something about those-and how they
compare with this kind of improved basket?

EW:

-Fine. So I will begin with a summary alihe reasons
for early Mroesting. Then I will go into some detail
about how a traditioMi basket call be improved to
allow quick drying of the maize alld protect your
grain {rom pests. l will also talk about the -mr.xkrn"
crib and what factors you /teed to take into account
when choosing between. it and the improved basket
like this one here. [have some leaflets with me which
[will leave with you----and these show the cribs, for
t~ who are IIQt familiar with tlu!m.
[ will talk about costs of materials and construe·
tion----and tell you about the local fundis who have
been traim!d by us to do this kindofimprovementfor
those farmers who would like such help.
[will take up Ow question ofcleaning and spraying
your baskets or cribs, so that you cut down the risks
ofany infestations when drying or storing.
And finally, for those of you who haven't seen the
demonstration already, [ will show you the differ·
ence in the amount ofgroin that can be saved ifyou
improueyourstorage structures andfollow the simple
recommendations on harvesting and treatment. ~

Ifyou proceed in this way you reapa number ofadvantages. You are
conforming to the ideals ofadult education. as discussed in Chapter
Four. You are treating the fanners with respect and actually
making use of their experience in promoting the learning of the
whole group. You are making sure that the content ofyour demon·

lltration will be focused all dosely as pollllible on the needll and
interellta ofthe partitular fanners you are working with. You will
be ensuring their attention and interest in all that follows.
Such an approach is not only respeetful of the -adultness- of the
farmers--it is also the mollt effective way to establish a dimate for
productive learning.
Of course, thi, method of working doea call for a confidence and a
Duibility on your part. But if you practise this participatory
method, you yourselfare likely to enjoy theoccasions so mum more.
You will avoid the ,taleneu thatcan come from repeatinc the lame
performance over and over again; you will appreciate the slight
tension that comes from having to think on YOUl" feeL--and you will
develop a pride in yOUl" own professionalism as a communicator
when you have mastered the skills of generatinll discussion and
tailoring yOUl" presentation.

However, this does not mean that you do not have to prepare for a
demonstration. In fact your preparation has to be even more
thorough. Beeauae you have to be familiar enough with your subject
to react to the points made by the farmers, to find a pattem of
presentation that fits the questions and issues raised, to relate
what you l18y to the specific concerns that are raised.

FOCUSING
On the theme of preparation, one vital element-the topio-is
already decided for you when you are working within the T&V
Sylltem.. The round offortnightly training &essions llhould elltablish
for you the key points to be communicated in your farm visits and
field days.
Neverthe1eas, there seems to be a strong temptation to try to cover
too much ground in one field day. A temptation you should avoidfor a number of1'eBJODll. First, it makes sense to concentrate only
on those messages thatlll1l timely. To deal with something like the
shellingof grain, when the farmers will not be perfonning that task
for some month. ahead i,likely to be a waste ofeffort. Farmers will
learn best what they need to learn and what can be inunediately
applied...
Second, if too mum infonnation is given out then little ofit may be
retained. This is a point to bear in mind, not only when you are
preparing for a demonstration, but when you are conducting the
kind of introductory discussion described above. If the fanners
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raise points that you think should best be treated fully on another
occasion, then tell them so and explain your reasoning.

DEMONSTRATING
Uyou yourseifhave ever gone to an office and been shown how to
fill in a form, gone home with a blank one and then found you
couldn't remember what you had been told-then you can have
some sympathy for farmers who seem to forget so quickly what you
tell or show them. Sometimes a very quick or slick demonstration
by a skilled performer can be self-defeating. The action occurs so
quickly that the processes are not absorbed by the watcher's. And
there is a danger that the very slickness of the demonstration can
be off-putting, can dent the confidence of the farmers that they
themselves could ever do likewise.
A demonstration is an act of teaching. So what you do should
conform to the principles outlined in Chapter Four concerning
efficiency of learning. Perhaps it would be particularly useful at
this point to remind ourselves of the six crucial conditions for
learning outlined in that chapter:
• that the farmers should be motivated to learn:
• they should be open to admitting certain deficiencies
in their current practices;
• they should be given a clear demonstration of what
they are expected to learn:
• they should have opportunities to practise the new
knowledge and skills;
• they should receive reinforcement that what they
are doing is co~t;
• they should have available the appropriate learning
materials.
This listia particularly relevant to those occasions when your main
educational objective is to develop skills. So, without repeating the
general points made earlier with regard to these conditions, let us
review them specifically in relation to demonstrations.
The first two conditions have been fully discussed earlier. They are
concerned with the positive and negative feelings the farmer'S will
bring with them into any learning situation. But your own approach in conducting a demonstration will have its effect on them:
if your performance is confident, your manner enthusiastic and
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respectful, the motivation and receptiveness of the farmers will be
enhanced.
But it is the last four of these conditions that may necd more
elaboration in relation to field days and demonstrations. Certai nly,
before anyone can be expected to master a new skill he will need a
demonstration of that skill. But, as a presentation mode ofcommunieation, a demonstration shares the same disadvantages as a talk
or a lecture, in as much as it is one-way communication. If you race
through a demonstration, then it may well be impossible for the
farmers to absorb any of the information that you are giving ouL
And what is demonstrated must be immediately consolidated
through practice ifit is to be ofany use. The more mature a person
is, the more he may have difficultyin memorizing information. The
farmers may be unable to recall the different processes or stages of
a demonstration unless some written notes or illustrations are len
with them.
The following points may help to ensure that your own demonstra·
tions are effective as possible.

Analyze the skill
Never embark on a demonstration without first thinking through
the detailed processes of the skill you wish to demonstrate, the
materials necessary for performing the task and any particular
difficulties a leamermight experience in carrying out the task. Try
to put yourself in the shoes of the learner.

Keep it short.
After an initial demonstration of the whole task-to give the
learners the idea of what they are aiming for-repeat it, breaking
down the task into manageable units. Teach one small process at
a time. And, after each demonstration of a process, encourage
questions and let the fanners try out the skill themselves.

Keep it simple.
Concentrate on the key points you have noted in advance. When
you are actually engaged in a demonstration and giving instructions, avoid any kind of distracting anecdotes or ~wame~.
For ell:8IIlple:

"When you halle shelled your maize, before putting it into the store.
treat it with a recommended Blue Cross chemical. The Blue Cross
dusts are used at the rate 0(50 gms to 90 Kgs o(shelled maize. Now
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50gms is the equivalent 0(2 Treetop--6quosh---bottle tops. But you
can use a matchbox if you like---1)r (1 tecu;poon. Funny isn't it, how

some people know /!roetly how much a measure is? l remember my
mother wfu!n she was cooking, could just pick up a handful of salt
or sugar. 8M never used a measure ofany kind.
But she never seemed to make a mistake-we certainly all enjoyed
he,. cooking! Oh yes, wlu!T'f! were we? Treetop tops. And make sure

you don '/ use them for anything elseafter using them (or dusting....•
The obvious risk here is that the fanners will be distracted from
remembering the all-important recommended dosage.

Keep it silent.
Sometimes watching and listening at the same time is not easy.
Better to first say what you are going to do, and then stay silent
while you are giving the actual demonstration. There will be times.
of course, when you need to explain while doing; but keep the two
separated as much as possible.
Keep it slow.

In explaining what you are going to do, telling the fanners what to
watch out for and then demonstrating the skill, move at a slow
enough pace to allow for a more complete understanding than ifyou
hurry through the processes.

Make sure everyone can see.
Sometimes the processes you are demonstrating are very small
acale-like operating a moisture metre or identi fying the black spot
on a mature maize cob. Then you have to be careful that the whole
group has a chance to really observe what you are doing.
And make sure that your body or your hands are not masking
important parts of the equipment or exhibit.

Demonstrate from the operator's point of view.
When you are demonstrating, posi~ion the fanners so that they are
behind you ifyou are showing a complicated process. Then they will
see everything from the point ofview they will have when perform-
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ing the skill themselves. Otherwise. they will mentally have to
reverse everything you are showing them.

Make it realistic.
If you can use the real thing rather than a model or an illustration.
then do so. If you have to use pictures. make them as close in scale
to the real thing as possible.

When the demonstration is over-made as clear as possible-then
it is crucial to meet the next condition for learning which is
practice.

ConsoUdate immediately with practice.
It is rare that a skill can be learnt just by watching someone else
perform it. One of the most common mistakes of teachers is that
they do not give enough opportunity for learner activity. But not
only is practice fundamental to effective learning, it is also conducive to interest and enjoyment. We all must have experienced the
buzz ofexcitement and animation that occurs as soon as groups are
invited to try out things for themselves,
However, the practice phase is not an opportunity for you to relax!
To meet the next of the conditions you will need to be alive to what
is happening, ready to correct mistakes, but always quick to note
and encourage success.

Provide feedback and reinforcement.
Make sure that the fanners know exactly what are the tests for a
successful perfonnance of the task. Have the cobs been shelled
without damage to the grains? Has the dust been applied evenly
over the whole heap of grain?
People tend to learn quicker, better from encouragement rather
than criticism. Point out errors but also be sure to praise success.
The lastoftheconditions relates to materials-the exhibits, equipment or illustrations you will need in order to give an efficient
demonstration.

PrepaJ:'e ill advance.
Assemble everything you and the fanners will need before you start
the demonstration. Perhaps it is an important element in what you
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are teaching that a good craftsman always has the ne<:essary tools
set out rcady-and in the order that he will need them.
SUMMARlZING

The final phase of a demonstration should contain a review of the
purpose and the steps that have been taken to achieve it. This gives
a chance for the farmers to see again the whole sequence and it
helps them to remember it.
FOLLOWING UP
How do you know that the farmers have learnt from your demonstration? How do you know that they will go on to practise on their
own shamba what they have learnt? Only by visiting their farms
and by holding follow-up meetings, where you can moniwr their
progress and deal with problems they aTe experiencing or take up
further issues they wish to raise.

U field demonstrations are well prepared and organized,
aDd if they incorporate plenty of opportunities for discussion aDd practice, then they are the most effective means of
conveying extension messages and encouraging the adoption of new ideas and skills. All modes of extension communication are operative. You have the chance of making a
clear presentation of knowledge and skills; the farmers
have a chance to engage in discussion of issues and to be
active in experimenting with new methods.

..

CHECKLIST FOR EVALUATING
A DEMONSTRATION

, , ,
THE DEMONSTRATOR
1.

""' Fair

p-

Was I suitably dressed for the occasion?

2. Was I confident of my material?
3.

Did I adopt a friendly, relaxed manner \n
relation to my audience?

••

Did I speak clearly and did I maintain good
contact with the audience?

TIlE CONTENT
L

WaiJ the subjectmatter timelyand appropriate
for the audience?

2. Was the material selected to meet the
immediate needs of the particular fanners?
3.

Waslfamiliarenough with the subject matter?

PREPARATION
1.

Was the demonstration well planned, with
each stage leading logically to the next?

2. Was the audience suitably positioned, so that
they were comfortable and everyone could see
and hear well?

••

Were all equipment, visual aids, exhibits,
pamphlets etc, on hand when needed?

••

Were equipment and supplies ofa kind easily
available to the fanners?

5.

Did I feel at ease in the demonstration; had I
thought through and practised what I was
doing?

"
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CHECKLIST FOR EVALUATING
A DEMONSTRATION

, , ,
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PRESENTATION
1.

Was ere a clear introduction, which. explained the purpose and the procedures ofthe
occasion?

2.

Did I give 8ufficientopportunity at the beginning for the farmers to reveal their own
knowledge of the topic, and identify issues of
concern to them?

3. Was I able to build effectively on the information gained from this preliminarydiscussion?

••

Did r perform operations slowly and emphatically enough for them to be understood and
applied by the farmers?

5. Was it a full demonstration-all key points
stressed and any misunderstandings cleared
up?
6.

Did r take care to use language which was
non-technical enough to be understood by the
farmers?

7. Was the demonstration focused on one main
farm activity?
8.

Were key points emphasized, and an explanation given 8S to why they were important?

9.

Were the visual aids clear and appropriate?

10. Was sufficient time given for the raising of
questions and discussion?

11. Was the demonstration well summarized?
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PARTICIPATION
I.

Did I successfully encourage group
participation?

2.

Did the farmers feel free to ask questions and
enter into discussions?

3.

Were the fanners given enough opportunily
to practise th, ski1ls that were being
demonstrated?

4.

Did I effectively supervise th, practice
sessions?

5.

What evidence was there to indicate that the
fanners would apply the knowledge or the
skills they had gained---()n their own farms?

SCORING
For each question indicate your rating. If you think your perfonn·
ance was ~Good", enter 3: if~Fair". 2: and if~Poor", enter I.
When you have finished this self-evaluation, add up your scores.
Your overall rating will be as follows:
80 or above is a very good score
50·80 is fair
Below 50 is poor-a strong case for further training!
NB. As for other "evaluation checklists" in this manual, it can be
used in two ways:
• for self-evaluation, when preparing for a
demonstration or reflecting on one you have just
completed:
• for observing the approach of a colleague: a good deal
can be learnt from "peer-group" evaluation of this
kind.
Again, you might find it extremely helpful to ask a colleague to use
the checklist in observin gyour own p erformance and then feeding
back his comments to you.
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Leading a Discussion

Running an effective discussion session is perhaps the most diffi·
cult communication task you face. Many so-called discussions are
not discussions at aiL They arc occasions where someone gives a
talk and then answers questions. But if we reserve the !.erm for
those occasions where every member of the group feels free to air
his views or provide infonnation, where the discussion leader
behaves as not the only authority, then such discussions occur far
less frequently than they should. Because a discussion group is 11
potent forum for learning.
In a group where anyone may ask or answer questions, where
anyone can clarify a misunderstanding, the members are learning
from each other. They can form and adjust opinions without toss of
respect or status. They can work together towards salvi ng problems
in a manner which gives full consideration to the experience and
knowledge of all.

Inevitably you will be involved in a number of work groups-from
official staff meetings to informal gatherings of colleagues; from
attendance at 4K clubs to women's groups. But this chapter is
mainly concerned with the kinds of farmers' group you might
establish yourselffor the mutual exploration ofproblems and ideas.
But what is said about the nature of groups and the problems of
group management will apply to aJlthose other groups too. However, the focus of this chapter is on the factors to be taken into
account when you yourselfare the facilitator ora discussion group.
What is said will have relevance for those occasions when. as part
of a field day for instance, you want to move into a discussions
phase--or for groups you might set up for regular and on-going
discussions.
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There is an important distinction to be made between fonnal and
infonnal group meetings. The fonner are "business~ meetings and
are bound by set procedures for the conduct and recording of what
happens. The latter are less rigid in the way discussion takes place;
nevertheless, there is no reason why they should be at all casual in
their approach.
When groups are operating according to standardized committee
procedures, many ofthe problems encountered in groupwork are
avoided. The ~parliamentary"rules tend to override other custom·
ary factors and considerations. But the rigid committee approach
is rarely effective in achieving community development or educational purposes. When the business is dear-cut and the emphasis
is on making majority decisions, then the conventional, formal
committee approach is appropriate. But when the concern is more
to explore ideas, reach understanding ofissues or to solve complex
problems, then more flexible groupwork methods need to be used.
However, the less rigid the rules ofconduct the more the group will
tend to behave according to traditional or habitual patterns. The
more important it becomes for a group fadli tator to be aware ofand
sensitive to these customary influences.
So, let us review some ofthe characteristics ofgroups in traditional
societies.

EXPECTED BEllAV10UR IN GROUPS
Groupmembership is a vital factor in African culture. Through the
whole span ofhis life an individual is identified as a member ofan
age group as well as a member of a particular family or dan.
Whenever an important event occurs-an initiation, wedding, or
funeral.....--an individual participates in the event as a member ofhis
age group. An individual can always identify himself with groups
determined by age, family or location. Membership implies powerful obligations to work together in times of both celebration and
cnSIS.

The traditional grouping of individuals still persists for a wide
range of purposes: like the settling of interpersonal or family
disputes, the planning and organizing of community projects, the
initiation of the young in terms of family responsibilities and the
supporting of dependent community members.
Therefore, people in rural societies still have powerful incentives
for joining and participating in groups. The habit ofgroup member-

ship is there. But to be effective in working with such groups we
need to be aware of certain habitual ways of communication.
Age is often a determining factor as to who speaks when,
how often and to whom. Young people are expected to be
respectful of their elden, deferential to their opinions,
CllJ:'eful not to contradict or answer back..
Leaders or authority figures are particularly respectedeven by their age mates. They are listened to more than
most.
Women, especially young women, are expected to speak in
wxed groups only when invited to do so.
rt is considered rude to interrupt or "cot across" someone

who is speaking.
It is considered bad manners to become emotional or "overheated".

People should be given time to have their say, and decisions
are not made hurriedly.
From your own experience ofrural communities snd yourobservations, perhaps you would want to add to this list. But no doubt you
will agree that to be blinkered to these expectations or to insensitvely
challenge them, would reduce your effectiveness in building a
hannonious and productive relationship with your fanner groups.
However, some of these facwrs do pose problems for an extension
worker who seeks to maximize participation in problem solving and
decision making. How, for instance, does the traditional attitude w
women's participation in group discussions affect our attempts w
involve them man'! in adopting progressive agricultural practices?
In the following sections of this and the next chapter, these
traditional facton should be borne in mind in all that is said about
generating discussion and using problem solving techniques.
Sometimes there will be a degree of incompatibility between
-modem" recommended strategies and the "traditional" patterns of
communication. The skill of the extension worker is in seeing
adaptations to more customary patterns ofinteraction orin gently
penuading groups to use discussion methods to which they are not
accustomed. This is, of course, easier said than done!
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SOME REASONS FOR WORKING WITH GROUPS

Discussion

Groupwork has long been recommended in extension work because
it is seen as more economical aftime than the one-tIrone approach.
But it would be wrong to take up an ~eit.her-or~position. The core
activity oflhe T&V system is the farm visit; yet there aTe plenty of
opportunities to engage in groupwork alongside the (ann visiting
schedules. Field demonstrations, individual attention, presentations to large audiences and small group diS(;ussions blend to make

a varied but integrated extension strategy.
What i9 at issue here, is when are group discussions the
most appropriate activity?
An answer can be derived from a consideration of the particular

strengths ofgroup as opposed to individual interaction. A number
of factors can be identified:

• groups often provide easy contact, when they are
already fonnally organized, have fixed meeting
places and times;

• even when not members of regular groups, people
will readily assemble in order to discuss or learn
about something of common interest;
• attitudes are often more easily modified in group
interactions, when an individual recognizes he is
"outnumbered· in his opinion;
• group enthusiasm can influence the "slow-adopters";
• when people are involved as a group in decision
making, then the commitment to what has been
decided is likely to be greater;
• a group can become a "pressure group", working for
change in its larger community;
• extension messages can be more easily clarified and
modified if subjected to group criticism and
confirmation;
• dissemination of ideas can be quickened as group
members talk with neighbours, friends and relatives;
• participation in groups enhances democratic
processes, builds personal confidence and encourages
co-operative activities.
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Sometimes you might want to make a deliberate effort to estal)lish
fanners' discussion groups, which you hope will continue to meet on
a regular basis.
These are some basic factors which make for success:
• publici~e the meetings effectively;
• make sure that the meetings have a definite
purpose, relevant to the fanners' interests and
needs;
• try to identify, beforehand, individuals who will
make good group discussion leaders and who are
prepared to take on the role of chairman or
secretary;
"establish a schedule of meetings which is convenient
for the majority of potential paricipants;
• offer leadership in the initial phase, but explain that
the goal is that the group should be able to operate
effectively on its own;
• continue to show an interest in what the groups are
doing, by making fairly regular visits;
• remember that groups of this kind are successful
only if the members feel that they are getting
something worthwhile from the meetings!
TIlE DISCUSSION PROCESS

Discussion can mean a variety of things--from a few questions
thrown out at the end ofa talk or a demonstration, to a free-for-all
conversation withoutaguide or guidelines. The essential processes
of purposeful discussion are indicated in the diagram already
introduced in Chapter Five, when we were reviewing the basic
models of extension communication.

The assumption is that both the extension worker and the farmers
have some knowledge relating to the "material- or topic of disC'Ull-
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sian-whether from the talk they have just heard, the demonstration they have seen, or from their own fanning experience. The
discussion leader's task is to select the subject fordiscussion, direct
the fanners' attention to it---and then guide the group through a
discussion of it.
The processes of discussion will vary according to who has control
and the degree offonnality:

A

CLeadeO

Gnforma~

0 0rma1 J
B

0

Gembe~

C

Four kinds of discussion group are indicated here. In the top len
segment. (A) we could place those occasions where the leaderl
chairman remains in authority with respect to both the subject
matter and the manner of discussing it.. It fits those kinds of
·discussion~ where the extension worker asks all the questions,
takes up all the responses and gives most. ofthe answers. Such a
discussion becomes more like what we were used to when children
at school and the teacher put us on test.

Dlustration
Adiscussion that would fit this kind ofcontrolled, fonnal approach
might go something like this:

EW:

"You haue MW seen the new type of crib and the
impTOued basket. Why should maize be dried in a
store rather than in the rteldr

Farmer One:

the birds do a lot ofdamage to the maize when it
is left in the rteld."

EW:

"Yes. that is one oflhe things I mentioned in my
talk. What else?~

Farmer Two:

"But I am concerned about the cost of these new
structures. Could you tell us how much it would
take to raise a basket like thatr

Chap..

,s

EW:

"That is not what I tlSked, You are off the point.
What other reasollS are there for dryillg your maize
in the store?"

In the bottom left segment (B), where the control has passed to the
group members but still there is a high degree of fonnality, we
would place those occasions where, for instance, a group offanners
are meeting with their own elected committee officers and following the rules of fonnal business meetings.
In the bottom right segment (C) we have symbolized the kind of
group discumon where no one is exerdsing a controlling role and
the members are freely di8l:ussing a topic ofmutual interest. Suth
situations occur when the group is strongly motivated to discuss a
tertain issue and the members are able to keep to the point without
anyone designated 88 chainnan and without the need for procedural rules.

However, most discussion groups need some kind ofguidance from
a chaiTman figure. It is, though, possible to take this role without
being sa authoritarian as the extension worker in the above
illustration. A group concerned with the same topic, in similar
circumstances, could operate something like this:

EW:

"Fine. You hove listened to my explaMtion of the
new crib and the improved btlSket. Can we have
some reactions to what I have said. But first, let's
review the reasons fordryillg your lmIize in a store
rather than in the field. What do you think are the
important points?"

Farmer OM:

"The birds do a lot ofdamage to the lmIize when it
is left in the field."

EW:

"Yes, that certainly seems to be true in this area.
Any otherreasollSyou wouldparticularly mention?"

Farmer Two:

"But I am concerned about the cost of these new
structures. Can you tell us how much it would take
to raise a basket like that?-

EW:

"Certainly, that is a very important point. But I am
goillg /0 dial with that in some detail later. Doyou
mind ifwe postpone my answer to that till ~ have
consit.kred some of the reasons for cha1l8ing the
practices of haroesting only when the maize is
d~r stookillg in the{ield? But I do want togive
you some fllluT"€s on the costs a little later. OK?
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Farmer Two:

«Toot is fine. Well, / reckon termites arejust as big
a problem as the birds in my shambo. Alld the rats
ofcourse. Especially if you stook.-

Farmer Three: -And' tMre is a much greater chalICe of moulds
forming ifthe maize is stooked. rother tOOIl dried
quickly ill a raised and opell stnuture.EW:

-And' what would you say we OOve to do to make
sure tM cobs do dry quickly in tM store?-

Farmer Three: -As ill tMse aamples here, the slats are widely
placed-more so than ill the usual woven haskelsand tM structures are placed in the open so toot
they call catch as much wind as possible.
But
/ am looking at the roof overhang. / would be
worried about the rain getting in.EW:

"WOOt do other people think about toot point?-

This segment D style is a very different style from the first examplea different atmosphere is created. In this example, the extension
worker remains in authority as far as the proceedings are concernedbut he does not pose as the only authority within the group.
Unfortunately, people who are not used to democratic discussion
methods are often reluctant to allow the leader figure to come down
from somekindofpedestal. Apoint whichishighlighted in thefollowing
story ofa priest.

A priest established a Bible study group in his parish. He
wa.nted it to be all occasion where people could come together,
/0 learn together and /0 learn from each otMr. He wanted to
bean ordinal)' member ofthe group. But those whoatlend'ed
would not let him be toot. Always they looked to him for -tM
answer" on any controversial issue. So he left the group to its
Own devices for six months and only rtjoilU!d wMn they OOd
developed their own style and' confidences.
This is what sometimes happens to extension workers when they are
seen as the-experot inall famtingmatters. And when the other factors
discu.ssedearlier---illrelationto traditionalattitudestowardabehaviour
in groups-are also operative, then the job ofstimulating free-flowing
discussion becomes a tricky one.
However, I am notadvocatingthat you should walk away from yourjob
form. months! Hopefully. there are ideas in the rest ofthis chapter that
can be applied in fonning and facilitating genuine discussion groups,
where all participants feel able to contribute.

LEADING AN INFOR.l\olAL DISCUSSION GROUP
Those occasions where individual fanners contribute and the
extension worker or other group leader still dominates by judging
every contribution and having every last word, do not really
deserve the label discussion. They confonn more to the characteristics of "presentation- modes of communication. True discussion
happens when participants are able to talk freely, are able to
initiate ideas as well as respond to questions.
Whether this happens depends mainly on the skills and sensitivities of the discussion group leader. Those who have studied whnt
makes for effectiveness in groups have identified the following kl!y
functions of the leader:
Initiating
It is important that the members are made aware of the main
objectives of the meeting and have a clear idea of the topic to be
explored, the problems that need to be solved or the decisions that
need to be made.

"Are we all agreed on what is the main business of the
meeting; to hear what the Post-Haruest Officer has to tell us
about the new project in this area, and then to discuss our
own storage problems with him?Opinion Seeking

Some members will be reluctant to speak without being asked, so
it is a task of the leader to stimulate contributions. As stated
earlier, there may well be dilliculties for women members of a
mixed group to contribute freely. So one of your tasks may be to
encourage them-bring them into the conversation when you sense
that they will certainly have something to contribute.

"Mama.s--we haue been asktd why we should be coreful not
to let the chicke/'lS stay under the storage structures. What
would you say about that?"
Clarifying

Some members will experience difficulty in getting their points
across. A good leader helps them by restating what they are trying
to sayorby developing an idea they have touched on. However, this
should be done carefully-to avoid appearing patroni'l:ing or
dominating.
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-Bwarw Stt!pht!r1, can I just chf!Ck that I haVf! heard you right?
You are ooying that you a/"/! concerned about whether the
chemiools used to treat the maiu in the sto/"/! willa/ffiCt its taste?"
Encouraging
The leader adopts a friendly approach 1.0 all members of the group.
But he is particularly concerned 1.0 "draw out~ the silent or shy ones.
One of the tasks is 1.0 "hold the ring"-t.o make sure that a few
confident, knowledgeable individuals do not dominate the talk.
One way to encourage the less forthcoming is t.odraw them in when
you are sure that they will have something 1.0 sayan a particular
point. If they are directly invited 1.0 say something when they are
not sure of their ground, they may will feel put on the spot and
discouraged even more from participating.

"MalTUl Vik~ last year you impfOlJed the traditional basket you
haue inyourcampou.ru1. Canyou tell us what changes we/"/! madi!
to it?"
Controlling
Out of a concern for progress and action, the leader helps to focus
the discussion by pointing out when members seem to be straying
from the point or when repetition is occurring.

"Bwarw Edward. what you Q/"/! ooying is an important point; but
do you mind if wdealJf! Q discussion o(that tillour next meeting,
siJlce, if we takt! it up now it will toke us away (rom our main
business for tcday?"
Summarizing
Another way of achieving a focused discussion is for the leader to
occasionally pull together the ideas that have been expressed and
to put to the group the conclusions that seem to have been reached
or the disagreements that need to be resolved. Such summaries
give the participants a recognition that they have been heard and
create a sense of progress.
"WakuJima, WM/"/! have we got to in our discussion t0d4y? It
S4!ems to me we halJe agreed on three main issues...•
000

If you are actually in the leading or "chairing" position for a
discussion session, your main problem may be to control yourself
from talking 1.00 much. You may well be better educated than the
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majority of the members. more confident ofspeaking in public. and
)'ou will most likely have more technical knowledge compared with
the farmers.
However. ifyou see your purpose as stimulating a range of views on
a particular issue. then it is more important that you ask the right
questions rather than give all the answers. If members direct
questions at you. then often you will need to redirect them to the
group. And. by occasionally summarizing the contributions. you
will be building on the ideas and opinions of the participants.

ORGANIZmG GROUP DISCUSSIONS
However informal and lively the int.eraction, effective disCUSSlOlJ
usually depends on careful planning. The leader needs to be
familiar with the topics under discussion; informed ahout the
backgrounds and interests of the participants; and prepared with
the issues he thinks should he explored or the questions he wants
to raise.
Group size is also an important factor. Between six and twelve
members can engage in a purposeful, yet relaxed, discussion-a
group small enough for all members to feel they can contribut.e;
large enough for any shy member not to feel exposed. If the group
is too large it can be divided into subgroups which can break off to
discuss a specific topic and then ·report·bock~on their conclusion~
to the large group. One way to conform to traditional pntterns of
discussion might be to base the division into subgroups ofage sets.
The sealing arrangements will also affect performance. Fluidity of
interaction will depend not only on whether everyone can be heard
but also on whether their body language can be read. In everyday
encounters we are used to picking up the signs that someone wanl~
to say something (the lin of the head or the opening of the mouth 1,
that someone has finished speaking (the slight turning away of the
eyes). A look in someone's direction can signal an indt:ltion to
contribute; a smile can relieve a tense moment. All these body and
eye movements are important in facili tating and adjusting the flow
of talk. Ifa gToup is seated such thot people cannot easily see each
other, then these vital visual cues will be missed and the flow of talk
impeded. Where you, as "visiting expert~, sit will have a strong
influence too. Ifyou sitin acentral or dominant chair, then this will
often be taken as signal that you will be tightly controllinlt the
proceedings in a traditional "teacherl1eader~manner. Sometimes
the simple act of taking up a less prominent position can prompt
more initiatives from the participants.

'"

Leadinga
Discussion

In the neXl chapter we will eJ(plore a few techniques for helping
groups to adopt purposeful methods of problem solving and decision making. But to summarize what has been said about the
general factors influencing discussion, here is a checklist of key
points:

THE CONDITIONS FOR EFFECTIVE DISCUSSION
0 Purpose

The objectives should be clear to all
participants.

o Preparation The group members should have some
experience related to the topic beingdiscussed.

'"

o Control

The leader should be inauthority but not the
authority-responsible for the conduct of the
meeting, but not performingas the only expert
in the group.

o Size

Thegroup should be small enough foreveryone
to feel able to make a contribution.

o Setting

The seating should be arranged so that
everyone has eye contact with everyone else.

o Atmosphere

The atmosphere should be one in which
participants feel free to offer their ideas, to
challenge and be challenged.

o Summary

The discussion should end with a statement
on what has been achieved.
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Using Problem Solving Techniques

When leading discussion groups it is a grea~ advantage to have a
good grasp of certain processes that ensure focused and actionoriented meetings. Often the members will be grappling with some
kind of problem; trying to reach agreement about the most appropriate and feasible solutions. This chapter presents some well-tried
techniques for generating a group discussion that draw on the
experience ofllie participants and facilitate rational decision making. The techniques are in themselves vcry simple-but when they
are followed they can greatly improve the processes and the
consequences of discussion.

FORCE FIELD ANALYSIS
This is a technique for identifying and then trying to modify both
the positive or "driving" and the negative or Mreslraining" forces
that are influencing the achievement of an objective.
The group leader needs a large sheet of paper-newsprint or
flipchart-to build up the foree field chart as the discussion progresses. When a group is discussing a problem situation and has a
good idea what it would like to do to overcome that problem, then
the leader can help in guiding the discussion by "mapping out~ the
key forces on paper.
First, he draws a line across the middle of the sheet, and on one side
writes up all the positive and on the other side the negative forees
(see the illustration on the next page).
The process will become clearer if we take an example.

An extension worker is attending a meeting of a women's group to
give them information about the On·Form Grain Storage Project.

'"
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They are convinced that the Project recommendations make good
sense and they would like to put them into practice on their own
shambas. However, they are not confident that they will be success·
ful in convincing their husbands. So, they have a clear goal-and
also a problem to be overcome.
The leader then draws the force (ield chart on the paper and asks the
participants to offer up their ideas concerning both the things that
will help them achieve theirgoal and those that stand in the way. As
the contributions come, they are written up-without discussion at
this stage-<m the appropriate side ofthe chart.
The conversation goes like this:

'"

EW:

(irst at some ofthe problems you think you
will face in persuading your husbands? Any ideas?
As you call them out, I will write them up on the
paper. -

Mary:

~E:tpense.

That is what he will think offirst. Not for
the dawa-but for the stores. Especially if the new
kind of crib costs nearly 3000 shillings. That is a
great slice out of our money for a whole year.·

Martha:

Many of our husbands will not be
able to do the work on the stores themselves.·

Rose:

-Tradition. It is hard to persuade anyone tf) change
a practice that he has been following all his life.·

Julin:

-Some ofour husbands work in town. They are not
particularly interested in what is happening on the
shamba-provided there is enough food. for the
family.-

Clwpler 10

~Let's look

~Construction.

Mercy:

"These new structures are sa open. Many o( us store
our maize inside the house because we are afraid of
thieves. That is certainly something my husband
will think of"

Mo.",:

i(we are honest, we will admit Ihat we don't
like to display that we have much grain in storebecause of the demands made by relatiues! If it is
stored in the Muse, it is much more hidden away. "

Martho.:

"Perhaps the most dimclI.lt thing will be persuading
our husbands that losses are in (act occurringespecially when the damaged groin is used(or mak·
ing beer, or fed to the chickens."

EW:

"OK. Let's now look at the other sid~M positiue
things. Those things that will encourage your hus·
bands to adopt the recommendations o(the projfft.
What do you want me to PlI.t on the chart?"

Julio.:

"Less maize lost-so more and healthier food for the
family.•

Martha:

"And more cash, i( what is saued can be sold.·

Mary:

"TM fact that the projfft is lWW established in the
area. Oll.r husbands will see the publicity-and yoll.
can support II.S by also talking to them.·

Ann:

"Didn't you say that (undis in tM area are being
trained to help with the construction ofthe cribs and
tM improvement o(basket stores? So what has been
said about the problems of construction is lWt $0
important..,

~And,

"And when we were thinking o( expense, we Wf!re
thinl1.ingofthe new large crib. Most ofus do not need
a store of that size-and you haue said Ihat the
improued basket isjust as efficient for quick d",ing
ofthe cobs {or storing."
Mercy:

"There's $Omething else. I'm not sure I can put it very
well.... but I Ihinl1. many ofour husbands would like
to think that they were being progressiue and good
(armers. »
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You will immediately see that the technique is one that makes the
contributions ofmembers easy-and i tensures that the leader does
not playa dominant role. It also makes sure that the discussion is
focused. But the special benefit orthe technique is that it provides
the material for adetailed, progressive analysis ora problem. Once
the positive and negative force~ have been mapped in the way
illustrated, then the group has a framework for discussing solutions.
Essentially, this is a matter ofseeing how the negative forces might
be eradicated or minimized and the positive ones maximized. In
this example, a review of the items on the chart would show that
some are directly related and some ofthe positive could cancel out
the negative. For instance, on the question of expense, the idea of
going for the improved basket reduces considerably the force ofthe
expense argument. Or the existence of specially trained fundis
overcomes the problems anticipated by those who would not be able
to tackle the constroction themselves.

'"

On the two points related to the risks ofexposing the grain to public
view, imagining that you are the extension worker leading the
discussion, you eQuid make some direct suggestions. You could
explain that, iftheft isa serious problem in a particular area, there
is nothing wrong with storing the mai"le in sacks inside the house-provided it has been dried and treated property and the storage
conditions are satisfactory.
Three difficulties remain:
• the conservative innuence of tradition;
• the doubts about the amount of grain actually being
lost;
• the expense of any improvements.
On the first of these, there is a counterbalancing point already
written up-the desire of farmers to be respected within the
community as being progressive and successful. This counterbal·
ancing point may. however. not be obvious to the group until you
point it out and explain it. To relate the two views you might say
something like, ·Sometimes it is the farmers who break away from
their traditional practices, and adopta new method, who are looked
up to by their neighbours and become respected as leading farmers
in the community.~
The final two "restraining" forces would need more exploration and
debate. Here another technique-braiostormiog--could be introduced which facilitates the pooling of ideas within a group.
BRAINSTORl\UNG
Again, this is a very simple technique. but one which can be most
effective in generating group ideas about solutions to any given
problem. Vou ask the members of the group to suggest ideas which
you immediately write up on a large sheet of paper or blackboard.
The key factor is that any idea is welcomed, however wild it may
seem. In this collecting phase the emphasis should be on quantity
rather than quality. Also, it is important that each idea is "logged"
without any comment. And the list should be completed before any
discussion takes place.
Let us imagine that you adopt this technique v,ith the women's
group at the stage reached in the discussion of how to convince
husbands about the benefits ofthe On·Fann Grain Storage Project
messages. Of the final two areas of difficulty--doubts about loss
and the expense of improvements-you take the question ofloss:

'"
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~OK. We seem fa haue identified two main probleffl.$-how to
persuade your husbands that they art in fact losing a lot of

their maize a(t.er harvesting; Gnd how to tackle the issue of
expenses related to making any improvements. Let's deal
with the question of loss first. And leI's see how many ideas
we can come up with that would help us in convincing them.
J/L.~t shcUllluim out, and I will write them up 0/1 the paper.
II dnesn'l matter how impractical the idea may seem-let's
try to (ill the pop€r! Then when we haue collected them, we
call haue a good look at them to see which ones we might be
able /0 use.·
The process might be slow at first, but when one or two participant.!!
have made sugglJslions. the pace quickens as the members builq on·
each other's ideas-and begin to enjoy themselves in coming up
with imagina~ive and some~imes bizarre suggestions.

The result of such a pooling could look like

~his:
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The next task is to review what has been produced and select the most
likely and workable suggestions.
Ofthe list produced by the group, the following ideas might be useful:
• give them the leaflets on maize loss produced by the

Project;
• show them the damage being done to maize ei~her left
to dry in the shamba or being stored in unsatisfactory
conditions;

• show weevil-contamimned grain that has been
stored for some time in a jar;
• compare the volume of contaminated and
um.:ontaminated grain;
• compare the weight of contnminated and
uncontaminated grain;
• work out the financial savings that couJd be made by
having, say. 20 bags of good maize rather than only
16 bags of weevil-infested maize;
• encourage them to attend an on-faml demonstration
on post harvest management run by Extension staff.
To be able to respond in this manner to such a brainstorming
session, you must do some preparation. Anticipate the discussion
points. Anticipate likely workable suggestions. Have in your "bag
oftricks~ such items as jars of contaminated and uncontaminated
maize. Use the nipchart again to summarize any conclusions.
On the question ofexpense, perhaps, you would need to take more
of a lead: because of the technical aspects of the subject. You could
explain the difference between the costs of the new crib and the
improved basket; show how costs could be reduced by a farmer
using his own materials and labour; demonstrate the expected
financial savings which wouJd themselves offset the costs even in
the first years ofmaking any improvements; discuss the possibilities ofloans for structural work-and emphasize that some of the
key recommendations of the project are about management practices which involve little or no costs.
These two problem solving and decision maki ng techniques provide
a number of advantages for a group leader:
• they help him to structure a discussion session;
• they ensure that the discussion is focused and
progressIve;
• they ensure the participation of the group members;
• numerous aspects of a particular problem can be
explored without the participants losing track of the
discussion;
• the emphasis is on problem solving rather than
simply problem airing:
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• key blockages to achieving an objective can be
identified and a range of solutions can be
considered;
• the emphasis is on actions that can be taken to
achieve a goal;

• participants usually find the process is fun as well
as purposeful.
Finally, the use of discussion techniques of this kind can greatly
enhance your own sense of professionalism as an extension worker
and communicator. The contrast is between a worker who knows
his technical field but employs mainly one-way, top-down modes
to deliver his messages-and a worker who not only knows his
subject butalso knows and can use a variety offlexible participatory
modes of communication. The first may well become bored with
repeating himself. The second is much morc likely to maintain an
interest in both his subject and the means of getting it across.
There is a pleasure and a pride to be derived from being skilled in
the more interactive methods of communication. Your fanners
will get more from you too!

'"
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Using Visual Aids

In the previous chapter we were oonsideringdiscussion techniques

for which you would need to employ the simple aid of either a
blackboard, 8 flipchartor sheetsofncwsprint pinned upon a wallar a tree. But whether you arc using presentation, discussion or
action-based modes ofcommunication, appropriate equipment and
visual aids can greatly enhance your perfonnance.
This chapter reviews the kinds of aid you may wish to use in your
extension activities. Not all these aids aTC available to all extension
workers, but it is important to know what can be accomplished by
the aids that are becoming increasingly common. Also, it is important to know about alternative methods of preparing charts and
other visual materials.
WHY USE VISUALS?

Visual aids are media designed to help us get our messages across
more clearly and more emphatically. Some visuals can communicate a message on their own, but usually lhey are there to supplement spoken or written words. They can range from simple to
complex-from an outline drawing on a single shcet of paper to a
televisiondocwnentary programme. However, whatever the shape
or form oflhe visual aid, it enhances the communication process in
three main ways:
• it arouses interesl in the subject or message-b)·
making it more emphatic;
• it helps people understand the message more
clearly-by making it more coherent:

m
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• it helps people to remember the message some time
after it has been delivered-because it has been
more coherently and emphatically presented.
However, 8 visual aid is not in itself a guarantee that these
qualities will be present. In fact an inappropriate or too complex
visual aid can be counter·productive---serving only to confuse
rather than enlighten an audience.
WHAT MAKES A GOOD VISUAL AID?

Before making or using a visual aid it is as well to ask yourselfa few
key questions:

Is it as simple as I can make it?
To show, for instance, the increase in national maize yield compared with the population increase, a simple two line graph may be
better than a complicated set of figures.
Is it as bold as I can make it?
lthas to be seen by all the members ofan audience. The more detail
that is included, the smaller that detail is likely to be-and the less
readable.
Is it as clear as I can make it?
A very common mistake is to include too much information on one
visual at one time. Sometimes it is better to present and build up
the information step-by-step in a series of displays.
Is it as interesting as I can make it?
The layout and colour of the display should be attractive and
stimulating.
In general, the appearance of a visual is bound to affect people's

reaction to it. A visual that is shoddy, carelessly made or badly laid
out will put off people from looking at it or taking it seriously. On
the other hand, a well designed, clean and well presented visual
will catch the eye and hold attention.
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HOW TO PRESENT VISUALS
If a visual is ofgood quality then it is a pity to spoil it through bad
presentation. The following points should ensure that visuals are
shown to their best advantage:

o
o

o
o

Make sure the lJisual is well placed.
Work oui the ·sight-lines·foryour audience-how well the lJisual
will be seen from all seating positimls-and make sure the visual
is high eTlOugh fOr elJeryone tosee it. Experiment with the seating
arrangement to get it right.
Be careful Ttot to obstruct the audience's lJiew.

Take up a position such that you are not between the lJisual and
members ofyour audience.

o

PrelJenl the glare of light on the screen if using any kind of
projected pictures. Strong natural or artificial light across a
screen can be an irritating distraction for an audience.

o

Regularly check any equipment being used (or projecting lJisuals.
Tryout power supplies and switches on the equipment. Clean
lenses and screens.

o

Avoid talking to the visual. This is one of the common faults of
group leaders. When it is necessary to indicate somethingon the
visual, get into the habit of turning to face your audience as
quickly as possible.

o

AlJoid reading a lJisual-handout orlea/let-word by word toan
audif!nce. Doing this can make for a dull and boring presents·
tion-and it is insulting to an audience's intelligence.

WHICH AID TO USE?
It is difficult to offer sensible advice on this, without going into great
detail for each type available. But there are some general considerations which will have a bearing on your choice:
• what is available for your use?
• what do you feel comfortable with?
• which aid will present your particular infonnation
most effectively?
The following survey lists the advantages and disadvantages ofthe
visual aids you are likely to come across.
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Aids

AdvatlUl,e.
Blackboard.

n.. m...t tnIditional
boIt.un the molt
fluibl. of
edllUticnal .id&.
La.,e ","ace to write
on. For di.pl.y orkey
pointl.nd kainc: of

Disadvatll.l.lU
","-t h.. t-n WTitun
unnoC. b. di.play..t
apin-in UIOItI'Qt tl)
the ...,. nipchrt papert
can be kept.

...... ..-F1ipchart

What i. writ.ten ...
Mpar.Ie ......1.I can be
diqllayecl .round the
room UHd for
diKlWlion IIId it can
be ..tlined.
e..~.ll~nt meanl for
croupo to record
.nd r~port on main
pointl for dilJ<1lnion.

On each.tlNt there;"
leta IIJ*' for WTitine
than on • bllCkboard.
F1ipcll.rt paper i.
costly but end roll. of
new.print.re mw:h
cheaper.

Only. limited ranp of
informBtion ~.n be

Poaters

The...re prepared in

•• d

.dvan~.....-of\en

Ch.....

.v.iI.ble in printed
fonn.
Ellily dilplll)'ed in
prominent po.ition.
for either public
vi.wine or .. materi.1
to prompt crouP
di_li...,

SUde
....;...0.-

Film
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For iIlultnting.
ttlk with relennt
pieWrn of Ken. . .nd
IYI1\tI. H;,h quality
reproduction, if oIid"
.... orpod quality.
Dr.m.tic presentation.
of ~_ study m.terial..
c.ptJ,I,," KtioT>, aound
and -VOic. over"
commentlry.

""n~ined.

[fleft dilpl.yed for too
long c.n 10M impact.
U.u.lIy the dilpl.y, •••
111'1.11,10 th,ylhould I>Ot
be UHd for preMntltiOJU
lD I'ree J"OUpa.
OependJ on power supply.
NeedJ dJrltmed room.
Therefore difrlC\llt lD
hold. dilaWion until
full presentttion i.

--.

Limited ....p of re\e¥ant
films.
Lell fluibility in play
back compal'fll with video.
Need. dark~ room
and power,
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AdvBntall'cS
video

....,

~

Dbjec:t.s
Modell

Disadvantal;:'cs

Same llS" as film for
illllitrative material!
but much mare flexible.
Tapes can be quickly
cued fa. showing
extracU. The "free.e
frame" facility allows
for clou study of
action. Sequences can
be re·run for detailed
analysis.
If a camera is also
available, then local
.elevant activities can
be ",,,,,.ded fa. analysis
and discussion.

is expensive
and needs careflll
handlinl;:' (though the
operation of video
re<:ording equipment is
I""" complicated than
often a!lSumed)
For showing t<I smaller
groups than Film and
Slide present<ltions.
Depends on powe,"upply

lfit i5 available for
display, the real thing
isalways better than
a picture o. verbal
descriptions.

Sometimes to view the
real thing means having
to bring the group to the

Eqllipmen~

obje<:t.

A NOTE ON USING FILM AND VIDEo-QR RADIO
This section is in the nature ofa warningllt is very tempting to use
pre-pack:med materials just as they come. But these materials do
not always relate entirely to the aims of a particular training
session. Therefore it is important, when using such materials, to
preview them whenever possible and work out how to adapt the
messages contained in the material to the messages of your own
project.
The special quality of video productions is that sections can so
easily be selected from a total progT3mme.
Also, unless an audience is·cued- to watch orlisten to a programmeand guided through a discussion afterwards-then a lotofinformation contained in the progTamme can be lost. This means that the
group leader should prepare himself with relevant questions and
with points he thinks should be drawn from the experience of
viewing or listening.
To cue an audience means to give a short introductory talk and
.u st issues for the audience to pay pa cial attention to. This

,
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strategy will apply whether the programme is being used as an
introduction to a discussion, as an illustration or as an evaluation.
MAKn'JG YOUR OWN VlSUAL AIDS
With limited resources, you will often be in a position of having to
make your own visuals-whether posters or charts. Fortunately,
you do not have to be a skilled artist to produce effective aids of this
kind. The prime com~ideration is getting the message rightaccurate, direct and eye-catching. The amount of detail that is
carried by a particular visual will depend, ofcouese, on whether it
is designed to stand on its own or as a support for a talk. And the
content of a visual can vary: a single slogan that sums up the key
message of a project, a list of steps to be taken in completing a
particular function, a drawing or diagram ofa construction. Even
a notice advertising a meeting-the neater and more eye-catching
it is, the more likely people will take it seriously.
What follows is basic advice on how to make visuals with pictures
and simple lettenng.
Pictures
Unless you have some artistic talent it may pay to use some copying
techniques rather than attempt drawing your own pictures. To
reproduce a picture on paper you could use any of the following
devices:
• cutting out a picture from a magazine or catalogue
and then pasting it;
• tracing an original through carbon paper to another
sheet of paper;
• tracing by placing a thin sheet of paper on top of the
original;
• using an appropriate slide and drawing the outline
of the required image from the picture projected on
to a sheet of paper;
• making a template out of stiff card for illustrations
that will be used a number of times.

Lettering
To achieve regularity and neatness most people need to use construction lines. As in the illustration, rule out the space in which a
letter is to appear. First the horizontal top and bottom lines are

'"
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drawn in light pencil to the required height. The vertical lines are
then drawn to the required widths of each letter-and the space
between the letters. The ratio ofthe heightto the width ofall letters
is usually 4:3--except for 'M' and 'W' which are about square, and
for 'I' which is only a single line wide.

As a guide for the letters like 'B', 'E', 'H' and '5' which have crossmembers, draw another horizontal line midway between the top
and bottom.

The space between letters is notal ways equal. The difficult ones are
letters like 'N, 'J', 'p' and 'T' which should be spaced against other
letters to create a balanced visual appearance. This is a matter of
eye judgment, but the illustration below may assist in solving the
epacing.

Work first in light pencil and then go over with felt pen orink to the
desired degree of boldness. When the completed letters are dry,
erase the pencilled construction lines.
A few other points about lettering are worth bearing in mind:
• for ease of drawing and legibility, use only simple
block letters;
• the width and boldness of the letters are as
important as the overall size of the letters for
legibility.
• colour makes for impact and interest;
• test the lettering at the distance your audience will
have to read it.
/2;
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If you can acquire a stencil set or stencil ruler then neatness of
lettering is assured. Unfortunately, the easily available stencil
TUlers 8Te not produced in larger sizes.

FLIPCHAR'IS
One way ofovercoming the problem of how to display your iIlustra·
tiona is to use a flipchart. This consists of a number of sheets of
paper of the same size which 8re clipped together. The name comes
from the technique of -flipping over" one sheet once it has been
discussed in order to reveal the next one.

The large size of flipchart paper allows you to produce visuals
which can be dearly seen by relatively large groups-up to a
distance of 7 to 8 metres. This is certainly more effective than
holding up an illustration from a small pamphlelor poster intended
for individual reading!

You can prepare your charts before a session starts, arrange them
in the proper sequence and show the different steps as you proceed
with your subject. Also, flipcharts can be used for recording the
main points arising from a discussion.
The blank sheets to be used forrecortl.i.ng-i)r the prepared sheetsneed to be mounted so that they can be properly handled and
protected. Thereare two main ways to do this: either by suspending
them or by fixing them on an easel.

'"

A clip for holding the pages can be made of either cardboard or
wood, with two holes to attach the charts and a hole at each end of
the clip 50 that it can be hung on a string.
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The most common device for mounti ng f1ipcharts is the tripod easel.

TRIPOD EASEL'
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Charts can also be kept in an easel kit made oflight plywood whidl
is easier to carry around than a tall tripod and it can be placed for
display on top ora table. Also, the two boards protecting the charts
can be made into chalkboards.
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Postscript

I have tried in this manual to present various ways of communicating
with fanners which conform to the agreed values that underpin
agricultural extension. Also, what has been recommended follows well
established principles that hold true in My field of adult education.
The key messages have been:

• Make sure you are well prepared, but always he a
good listener;
• Be graphic in your presentations ofinfonnation, but
use discussion and action-based modes of
communication whenever possible;
• Become a skilled performer, but involve the farmers

in the practice of skills whenever the opportunity
anl;eB.

Here is another version of the Chinese proverb:

I learn a little from what I hear,
More from what I see,
Most from what I do.
And this touches on the limitations ora manual of this kind. You may
leam a littJe about communication by reading this ixlok. But you
will learn much more if you make a deliberate attempt to practice the
recommended modes and methods.
VThink about what you are doing.
.....When things go well, ask yourself why.
.....When things go not so well, ask yourself why.

And get as much feedback about your perfonnances as you can-&om
your colleagues and from your fanners.

Notes
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Annex

The On-Farm Grain Storage Project
PURPOSES

The On-Fann Grain Storage Project is concerned with the needs of the
small fannen in Kenya It introduces them to improved post.-har"t'St
techniques wrudl can dnunatically reduce their maize crop losses.
The project. is sponsored by the Government of Kenya through the
Ministry ofAgric::ulture, and is funded by the US Agency for Int.erru:Jtional Development. It is implemented by DPRA, Inc. of the USA.
DPRA has a team of two extension specialists and a grain storage
specialist based in Kenya. This team works with l\linistry of Agricul·
ture counterparU who are trained for post.-hwvl'St specialisms---and
with the Ministry's extension service operating in the areas rovered by
the project..
In 1983 the project was established in the two westem provinces of
NytlJU8 and Western, both major maize growing areas. where the bulk

ofproduction is from small-scale £arms.
On such farms. there

lln'!

serious losses nner grain has reached

physiological maturity. Theselosses occurwhen thegrain is still in the
fields, when it is being dried and when it is sU)red in traditional cribs

or baskets. 11le loues can be as much 3.!i 3O'lo of the potential harvest.
They are the result of attacks by insecU. birds and rodents or contaminatioo by mould. When fanners lose fouror live bags ofmaize out
of eac::b. twenty it is the equivalent oflosing between 20 to 25'lL of their
grou income. Either they lose a potential prolitor they lose the money
they have to spend to buy additional grain for their OWTl families to eat.
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On a national scale the problem is indeed a serious one. Maize is one
of the staple foodstuffs of Kenya. But, with an expanding population-and without a matching increase in production-Kenya
would run the risk ofhaving to import maize to meet its needs. This
would be an unfortunate drain of precious foreign currency. The
Government has faced up to the problem and for a number ofyean
has promoted s<:hemes for increasing production. Similarly, it sees
the importance of schemes which reduce post-harvest losses.
A number of research studies have shown that losses can be cut to
around 5% by adopting a few simple grain storage management
practices. Some of these practices cost no more than a few hours of
a fanner's time.
METHODS
The main improvements recommended by the On-Fann Grain
Storage Project are:
• constructing 1.5 meter-wide, raised cribs or baskets.
or raising existing storage structures;
• installing rat guards on the legs of the structures;
• harvesting the maize at physiological maturity;
• making sure the stores are clean and free of
infestation before storing new grain;
• rapid drying on the cob;
• shelling and treating the grain with a recommended
insecticide:
• periodic inspection of the stored maize.
Farmers are encouraged to adopt the whole package of recommended procedures. The cost of construction-for materials and
labour-sometimes inhibits the acceptance of all these practices.
However, iffanners adopt only some of these seven recommendations-such as harvesting on time, drying and treating shelled
gTain with insecticides-they are able to make great savings at
little cost. Very small-scale fanners producing only, say, about 5
bags, may prefer to harvest at physiological maturity, dry on the
ground or in small containers, shell, treat and store in bags in their
homes.

COMPONENTS
The project involves four major thrusts:
1. Research

The project built and equipped a grain laboratory at Maseno. This
laboratory has the capacity to analyze samples of maize and other
grain for insect infestation, mould damage including aflatoxin, and
other quality deterioration. It is operated by the Ministry of
Agriculture and it should provide an increasingly important monitoring and research service to farmers and training institutions.
This component both produced an appropriate post-harvest tech·
nology for western Kenya and served to refine this technology as
feedback was received from the farmers.

2. Demonstration Structures
Improved grain storage structures have been introduced throughout western Kenya to raise awareness. In five years of major
activity the project erected about 2,500 new cribs and baskets.
To stimulate innovation and acceptance, small clusters of four or
five leading farmers are selected by Ministry ofAgriculture District
Post-Harvest Officers to receive the new structures. Under this
progranune, these farmers are provided with a crib or basket.depending on the size of their farms and storage needs--and
trained in the fundamentals of maize S\.(lrage managemenL Peri·
odically, the extension officers conduct field days and·demonstrations on the farms ofthese selected farmers to show the results of
good grain storage management to
neighbouring farmers.
Up to four field days are held for each
cluster of participating farmers. The
topics discussed on these days include:
when to harvest, how to practise prestorage hygiene. how to dry, shell and
treat maize for storage-and follow·up
inspection of stored maize. In the
proje<:t's first five years, over 40,000
farmers attended such field days.
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3. Extension
The project h:ls been integr:lted inw the Tr:lining and Visit system
of extension. Agricultural Assistants, the front-line extension
workers, pay fortnightly visits w participating fanners :lnd also
carry the proje<::t's messnges Ul all forty-eight or more far.ncrs on
each AA's scheduled Ulur of duty. Within the Nyanza and Western
Provinoos more than 1,000 front-line workers have received orientation training in the practices recommended by the project. The
project has promoted the use of field days whereby groups of
farmers are invited to attend discussions of timely topics. These
field days have proved a most effective use of the AA's time and
talents.
4. Training

The project has provided training in grain sUlrage management,
pri marily for Agricultu ral Officers, Assistant Agricul tura I Officers,
and Agricultural Assistants. Some ofthe highly specialized training
for senior officers has been in fonna! courses overseas-in the UK
and the USA. However, most of the training has been done in
specially designed, in-country short courses.
As well as this training for extension staff, there have been
awareness-raising courses for location chiefs and members of the
provincial and district administrations.
To support this training, the project has produced and distributed
a wide variety ofprinwd and audio-visual materials related w the
messages the project wishes to spread as widely as possible among
the fanners of Kenya-and among those who are helping farmers
w increase their productivity.
This manual is an example of such training material.
IMPLEI'tIENTATION
[n 1990, after sucoossfully introducing the project's grain storage
management recommendations to farmers in Western Kenya. a
national crop post-harvest management programme was implemented by Kenya's Ministry of Agriculture,

